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$1. INTRODUCTION 
THE TRADITIONAL methods of geometric topology have not given a clear picture of the classifi- 
cation of smooth 4-manifolds. This gap has been partially bridged by the introduction into 
4-manifold theory of methods using Yang-Mills theory (or Gauge theory). Riemannian 4- 
manifolds carry with them an array of moduli spaces, finite dimensional spaces of con- 
nections cut out by the first order Yang-Mills equations. These equations depend on the 
Riemannian geometry of the 4-manifold but at the level of homology we find properties of 
the moduli spaces which do not change as the metric is varied continuously. Any two 
Riemannian metrics can be joined by a path so, by default, these properties depend only 
upon the underlying smooth 4-manifold, and they furnish a mine of potential new 
differential topological invariants. This point of view was developed in [7], and the 
invariant defined there did indeed go beyond the classical ones. In fact Friedman and 
Morgan [13], and Okonek and Van de Ven [29] showed that this invariant could 
distinguish mutually distinct differentiable structures on an infinite family of homeo- 
morphic 4-manifolds (Dolgachev surfaces). 
This paper takes the same ideas further. In [7] a single moduli space was used to define 
an invariant for manifolds with b$-the rank of a maximal positive subspace for the 
intersection form-equal to 1. Here we will use infinite families of moduli spaces to define an 
infinite set of invariants for a simply connected 4-manifold X with b: odd and strictly 
greater than 1. These invariants are distinguished elements of the ring S*(H*(X)) of 
polynomials in the cohomology of the underlying 4-manifold. They can be viewed equival- 
ently as symmetric multilinear functions: 
q: H,(X) x . . . x H*(X) + z. 
We will define a family of such polynomials qL,*, where k is a sufficiently large integer, and 
the degree of qkwx grows linearly with k (see $111 below). Certainly one of the most striking 
facts is that we get infinitely many invariants for a single manifold. Discovering to what 
extent these are independent (i.e., whether there are universal relations between the 
invariants) is an interesting target for future research. 
The restriction in our work to manifolds with b: odd is made for a very simple reason. 
In essence our invariants are defined by the fundamental homology classes [M] of the 
Yang-Mills moduli spaces within the ambient space L@; of SU(2) connections modulo 
equivalence (see $11 for a summary of notation and basic facts from Yang-Mills Theory). 
The methods of Atiyah and Bott [I], $1 (see also [4], #II) show that the rational 
cohomology ring of &?z is a polynomial algebra with generators in dimensions 2 and 4. The 
two-dimensional generators are obtained from the homology of X via a map: 
/L: H*(X) + H*(Lg;). 
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[The additional generator in dimension 4 can be seen as arising in the same fashion from 
H,(X).] In particular, all rational cohomology of 9#$ lies in even dimensions. If our moduli 
space M is even dimensional we can obtain invariants by, roughly speaking, pairing the 
fundamental class [M] with the appropriate cohomology of 9%$, which leads then to a 
polynomial function on the homology of X. The dimension of the Yang-Mills moduli space 
of connections on a bundle P over X, with structure group G, is given by a general formula 
of the shape: 
dim M = 4a(G)k - dim G(l + b: (X)), 
where a(G) is an integer depending on G and the integer k is a topological invariant of the 
G-bundle P. So when G = SU (2) (or any odd dimensional Lie group) this dimension is even 
precisely when b: is odd. The invariant qk,x is associated to an SU(2) bundle with ct = k. 
It would certainly be possible to define other invariants using the techniques we develop 
in this paper, and also to consider larger classes of 4-manifolds. In one direction, one could 
look at manifolds which are not simply connected. In another, one could consider the 
moduli spaces of connections for more general structure groups G (and it is possible that, by 
considering even dimensional Lie groups, one could obtain results about manifolds with b: 
even). A third extension would be to consider invariants defined by other cohomology 
classes on gi. We have chosen in this paper to stick to the simplest interesting and 
reasonably general class of manifolds and invariants for which we can give concrete 
applications. Indeed even within this class the invariants we obtain are still rather myster- 
ious because of the very small number of cases where explicit calculations have been carried 
out. One such calculation is discussed in $VI. Otherwise, our results are obtained by appeal 
to two contrasting general properties of the invariants, and the main purpose of this paper is 
to develop these two properties in detail. 
As in [7] the main application of our work is to the topology of complex algebraic 
surfaces. We shall prove the following general theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let S be a smooth, simply connected, complex projective surface. If the 
oriented C” 4-manifold underlying S can be decomposed as a smooth, oriented connected sum 
of oriented 4-manifolds Y 1, Y, then one of Y, , Y, has a negative definite intersection form. 
Informally, this says that the positive part of the homology of a simply connected surface 
is “indivisible” in connected sums. This theorem gives many new examples of homeomorp- 
hit 4-manifolds with distinct smooth structures. Consider, for example, a smooth hyper- 
surface S, in CP3 of odd degree d. This surface is simply connected, by the Lefschetz 
theorem, and it has: 
b:(&) = ad = (1/3)(d- l)(d-2) (d-3)+ 1 
bZ_ (&)= /Id = (1/3)(d- 1)(2d2 - 4d+ 3). 
The intersection form is odd so, by Freedman’s classification, Sd is homeomorphic to a 
connected sum of a,, copies of C P2 (standard orientation) and /3,, copies of C P 2 ( @P2 with 
orientation reversed.) But if d 2 5, so ad > 1, these two manifolds cannot be diffeomorphic, 
by Theorem A. 
Combining Theorem A with the Theorem of [3] we see that in any smooth connected 
sum decomposition of a simply connected complex algebraic surface S one of the factors has 
a diagonalisable intersection form, with an integral basis for the homology consisting of 
class of self-intersection - 1. Conversely, there certainly are surfaces for which such 
decompositions exist: we can just take S to be a multiple blow-up of another surface. 
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(Blowing up a point in a complex surface corresponds, differentiably, to taking a connected 
sum with w*.) It is tempting to conjecture that this is the only possibility-i.e. that a 
minimal model in the algebro-geometrical sense is indecomposable in the differential 
topological sense. (There is an extensive discussion of the topology of complex surfaces, and 
connected sum decompositions, in the survey article L-213.) 
As we have stated above, Theorem A follows from two contrasting properties of the 
Yang-Mills polynomial invariants. These properties are as follows. 
THEOREM B. [THEOREM (4.9) IN §IV BELOW]. Suppose X is a simply connected, oriented 4- 
manifold with b: odd and there is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism between X2 and an 
oriented connected sum of manifolds Y, , Y, where both b: (Yr ) and b: (Y2) are strictly 
positive. Then all the invariants q,,, are 0. 
THEOREM C [THEOREM (5.1) IN $V BELOW]. If S is a simply connected complex projective 
surface and H is a hyperplane class in H,(S) then for large enough integers k we have: 
%,s(H, - - * , HI > 0. 
(Recall that H is a hyperplane class if it can be realised by a hyperplane section of some 
embedding of S in projective space.) Theorem A is an immediate consequence of these two 
results about the polynomial invariants. 
The detailed proof of Theorem B is long and technical but, as we explain in §IV(ii), this 
vanishing phenomenon stems from two simple and general topological mechanisms. The 
theorem also fits in very tidily with results obtained, more than 20 years ago, by Wall [35, 
36). Wall proved: 
(i) If Y is a simply connected, smooth 4-manifold with an indefinite intersection form 
and 2 is the connected sum of Y with S* x S* then all automorphisms of H,(Z) which 
preserve the intersection form can be realised by self-diffeomorphisms of 2. 
(ii) If Y’ is another manifold which is homotopy equivalent o Y then for large enough r 
the connected sums Y # r (S* x S* ), Y’ # r (S* x S* ) are diffeomorphic. 
One can use (i) to deduce many special cases of Theorem B, sufficient for most 
applications, arguing that the zero polynomial is the only one with the required symmetry 
(compare §VI below). Equally we see that Theorem B is consistent with (ii)-taking 
connected sums with S* x S* kills the polynomials and allows distinct manifolds to become 
“stably’* diffeomorphic. (Similar patterns appear for the Dolgachev surfaces, see [13].) On 
the way to the proof of Theorem B we give an “excision” property of the invariants 
[Theorem (4.8)] which shows that one cannot hope to use them to detect distinct homotopy 
spheres, for example, by adding on homology in a connected sum. 
Turning now to Theorem C: the proof here is again long and complicated but, as we 
explain at the beginning of §V, this positivity again stems from simple and general facts 
about the Yang-Mills moduli spaces when the underlying 4-manifold is a complex surface. 
In that case the moduli spaces can be identified with moduli spaces of holomorphic bundles, 
and hence can be studied algebro-geometrically. The technical aspects of the proof hinge on 
a result about the singularities of moduli spaces of holomorphic bundles [Theorem (5.8)] 
which may be of interest in its own right. In turn, the proof of this theorem lead us into a 
digression to discuss facts about holomorphic families of matrices in two variables [Appen- 
dix 3 and §V(vi)] which the author has not been able to find in the literature. We close the 
paper by discussing, in #VI, almost complex structures and diffeomorphisms of K3 surfaces. 
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$11. REVIEW OF TECHNIQUES AND NOTATIONS 
We will make a special definition for the purposes of this paper. 
Definition (2.1). A C-manifold is a pair (X, j?) where: 
(i) X is a smooth, compact, simply connected, oriented 4-manifold with b: (X) = 2a + 1, 
for a strictly positive integer a. 
(ii) B is an orientation of a maximal positive subspace H: c H’(X;R) for the inter- 
section form (so dim H: = b:). 
Note that in part (ii) the choice of subspace H: is immaterial, since the space of positive 
subspaces i .contractible. A better definition is this: let N be the null cone of the intersection 
form, minus the origin. N is homotopy equivalent to a product of spheres and j? can be 
viewed as a choice of generator for the relevant part of the homology of N. As we shall see in 
gV1 the orientation data is closely related, at the level of homotopy, to almost complex 
structures on 4-manifolds. For the remainder of $11 and $111, we fix a C-manifold (X, /I) 
(and, throughout the paper, we will often suppress the orientation to simplify our notation). 
(i) Connections 
In Yang-Mills Theory we consider the space d of connections on a principal bundle 
P + X. For the moment we fix attention on SU (2) bundles, determined up to isomorphism 
by an integer k = ( c2 (P), [X] ). Denote by Qr (or sometimes Wx, Wp or gk,x, depending 
on the context) the quotient d/g of d by the gauge group 9 = Aut P. &?k is the space of 
gauge equivalence classes of connections. We write [A] for the equivalence class containing 
a connection A. Let W,* be the open subset of G9)k consisting of orbits of irreducible 
connections. The trivial bundle, with k = 0, is distinguished by the fact that it supports the 
flat reducible connection 0, otherwise all the reducible connections have holonomy group 
S’. When appropriate we consider a ‘set-up based on Sobolev spaces, with connections of 
class L; and gauge transformations of class L$ for some fixed large even integer exponent p 
(for example p = 4). Then the .%?z are Banach manifolds (see [IO], $3 and Appendix A, for 
example). Similarly we work with the space W of Riemannian metrics on X of class C’, for 
some fixed r (for example r = 2). By a path in the space of metrics we mean a C’ map from 
the unit interval to W. 
(ii) Moduli spaces and transversality 
Let g be a Riemannian metric on X. For each k 2 0 the moduli space M,(g) c & is the 
set of gauge equivalence classes of anti-self-dual (ASD) connections. These are the con- 
nections A for which the self-dual part F + (A) of the curvature is zero. They are character- 
ised by the equality: 
It follows that when k = 0 the moduli space is the single point [Q. 
For k > 0 the moduli spaces are more complicated finite dimensional spaces which we 
think of as being cut out by the Fredholm ASD equations. Viewed in this way, we attach to 
each bundle P the “virtual” dimension of the corresponding moduli space. We will 
sometimes write this V.d .(M,.) to emphasise that it may not coincide with the actual 
dimension of the moduli space, for some metrics. The main properties of this virtual 
dimension are summarised in the next proposition. 
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PROPOSITION (2.3). (a) ([12], $2) K’h e virtual dimension of the 
cut 
out transversely by the ASD equations and thus of dimension equal to their virtual dimension, 
(c) Let g, be a path in R whose end points g,, g, are generic. Then g, can be aproximated 
arbitrarily closely by a path g: having the same end points and also thefollowing transversality 
property. Let Z be the parametrised moduli space: 
then Z is a smooth manifold-with-boundary, dim Z = dimM,(g,) + 1 and the boundary of Z 
is the disjoint union of ML(g,,) and ML(gl). 
Only part (c) requires comment. The proof is much the same as Freed and Uhlenbeck’s 
proof of(b). First one shows that we can arrange that all moduli spaces encountered in the 
path lie in .%Yz. This uses the fact that bl (X) > 1, see [4], $6. For fixed k the same is true for 
nearby paths. Freed and Uhlenbeck’s basic result is that for each k > 0 the universal moduli 
space of irreducible solutions, A, c 99: x B say, is a manifold. Our problem is to choose 
g*: [O, l] + 59, close to g and transverse to the projection map from JY, to 9. This can be 
done using the appropriate version of Sard’s theorem ([30], Theorem (3.1)). 
This result of Freed and Uhlenbeck is very convenient. It means in particular that for 
generic g all the moduli spaces Mk(g) for k > 0 and with negative virtual dimension are 
empty. Of course when k = 0 the trivial solution is immoveable. It is not, however, really 
essential to our purposes to appeal to Freed and Uhlenbeck’s rather difficult result. One can 
achieve the same ends by making artificial perturbations to the ASD equations [3,6]. We 
shall have to do this in §IV of this paper. 
(iii) Orientation 
The orientation /Y? involved in the definition of a C-manifold serves to orient all the 
moduli spaces M,(g). This is done in [6]. We use the “standard orientation” of [6], (3.20), 
(3.24). In general this depends upon an orientation of AmaxZ-Z1 (X) @ Amax(HO(X) 0 H: (X)). 
In our case H’ is zero and we use the orientation 1 @p of the second term. Changing /? 
to -p reverses the orientation of all the moduli spaces. 
(iv) Compactness 
We now fix a generic metric g on X and write M, for M,(g). Uhlenbeck’s Theorem [33] 
yields a natural compactification of ML ([4], $111): 
IGi L = n?,,,(g) c Mku(M,_, x X)U(M~._~ x S’(X))u . . . . 
n?, is a compact metrisable space. The key property of its topology is this: if a sequence 
[A.] in Mk converges to a limit ([A,]; x1, . . . x,) in M, _ n x S”(X) then, after gauge 
transformations over the punctured manifold, the A, converge in C” to A, over 
X\{x,, * * * x,}. We will refer to this kind of convergence as weak convergence. There is an 
obvious extension of these ideas to the case when we consider a compact set T of metrics on 
X and compactify the parametrised moduli space in W, x T, by adjoining points of 
Bk-” x T x S”(X). 
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(v) Cohomofogy 
The maps p : Hz (X ; Z) + Zf2 (W,* ; Z), mentioned in the Introduction, were defined in 
[4], $11. We will use the representation of these cohomology classes ~(a) by codimension 
2-submanifolds, much as developed in [4], $111. However, as the referee of the present paper 
has kindly pointed out to the author, there is a difficulty with the detailed procedure 
adopted in [4], so, to get around this point, we will now develop a slightly different 
construction. 
Let Z be an oriented surface embedded in X, and N be an open neighbourhood ofZ in X 
with smooth boundary such that H,(N) = Z [?I]. We can form a space .G%?~ = dN/gN of LT 
connections over N module gauge equivalence. The open subset $5’: of irreducible con- 
nections is a Banach manifold (we can use Neumann boundary conditions to construct 
slices for the action, just as in [33]). The complement BN\&?g has components labelled by 
the degree of the reduction. We let 91’; denote the union of al: and the component of the 
complement consisting of reductions of degree zero; 9!?: is again an open subset of S!t,,,. 
Over .c/, there is a Y,-equivariant line bundle .$,, which descends to a line bundle 9, 
over 99; such that c(([Z]) is the pullback of ci (9,) to H’(@&) (cf. [4], $11). More 
precisely, let 
be the continuous map induced by restriction of connections over X to N. Then the 
restriction of ,u([Z]) to RN ’ (93,’ ) is R$ (cl (9,)). The annoying complication-and this is 
the point which was not treated adequately in [4]-is that there are irreducible connections 
over X which become reducible when restricted to N so we only get a description of p ([ Z]) 
over a subset of 9: by this restriction procedure. This difficulty should certainly not be 
taken too seriously: for example, if the metric g is real analytic the ASD solutions will be 
also, and in that case an irreducible ASD connection cannot be reducible on any non-empty 
open set, so the difficulty does not arise for the ASD connections we are ultimately 
interested in. It is not too hard to modify the theory so that one always works with real 
analytic metrics (see (3.6), (3.7) below). However, here we will adopt another approach, 
appealing to the following result which is proved in Appendix 0. 
PROPOSITION (2.4). For any given k and homology class a in H, (X; Z) there is a 
representative X of a and a neighbourhood N of C such that for all j s k the image of Mj under 
the restriction map R, lies in 99:. Moreover for any finite collection a1, . . . ad of homology 
classes we can find surfaces XV and neighbourhoods N,(v = 1, . . . , d) having the above 
property and such that all triple intersections N, n N, n N, (A, u, v distinct) are empty. 
Now, continuing with the notation above, let s be a smooth Yequivariant section of 
g.N over dN. The zeros of s define a closed subset V of the quotient 9JN, which necessarily 
contains the non-trivial reductions W,\W,’ (reflecting the fact that _VN does not extend 
over all of W,). By abuse of notation we will denote also by V the closed subsets RN ’ ( v) of 
gj,x for all the differenti. So we have closed subsets Mj n Vof the different moduli spaces. If
we choose N as in (2.4) then, for i I k, these are the zero sets of smooth sections, which we 
will denote again by s, of the line bundles Rg(Y,)‘Mj. Also, if these sections vanish 
transversely on the moduli spaces, the zero sets Mjn V are smooth, codimension 2, 
submanifolds Poincare dual to the cohomology classes r([Z]). (For i = 0 we should take 
this to mean that the intersection is empty, i.e. that s does not vanish on the trivial flat 
connection 0.) 
The existence of the sections of these line bundles with the desired transversality 
properties is spelled out in the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION (2.5). Zf N is chosen as in (2.4) there is a smooth section s of 8, such thatfor 
all j I k the induced section of R$(YPN) over Mj vanishes transversely on a codimension 2 
submanifold Mj A V. Moreover, if N, , . . . N, is afinite collection of such neighbourhoods, as 
in (2.4), then we can choose sections sl, . . . s, with zero sets Vi, . . . , V, such that all multiple 
intersections: 
are transverse. 
This is proved by a straightforward modification of the argument in [4] [Lemma (3.17)]. 
The fact that the exponent p defining our Sobolev spaces is an even integer is used here to 
give the existence of smooth, %,-invariant partitions of unity over d,.,. 
The key point about the constructions above is that we get representatives for the classes 
p(r) over all of the moduli spaces imultaneously and these depend only on the restriction of 
connections to the tubular neighbourhoods N. The precise form in which we shall use this 
fact is as follows: if a sequence [A,] lies in M, n V and [A,] converges weakly to a limit 
(C‘%l;x,, . . *, x,) and none of the x, lie in N then [A, ] is in M, _ n n V. This follows 
immediately from the fact that V is closed and the connections converge in C” over N. 
(vi) SO (3) connections 
The range of invariants we are able to define is increased substantially by considering 
SO(3) connections. In a slightly different context the value of these connections has been 
shown by the work of Fintushel and Stern [9, lo]. In the present paper they will appear in 
the detailed applications in §VI. 
The SO (3) bundles P + X are classified topologically by w2 (P) in HZ (X; Z/2) and p1 (P) 
in H4(X;Z); these characteristic classes can be specified independently, subject to the 
condition w: = p1 mod 4. When w2 is zero the bundle lifts uniquely to an SU(2) bundle with 
c2 = - Sp1, and similarly for the connections on the bundle. In any case the theory goes 
through much as before, with only two significant changes. 
First, if w2 is non-zero, the trivial connection does not appear in the moduli spaces, 
whatever the value of pl. So we can work throughout with irreducible connections. This 
simplifies many arguments. In fact if w1 is non-zero the moduli space is empty for all p1 2 0, 
by the SO (3) version of (2.2). 
Second, the orientation of the moduli spaces is more complicated. Let w be a class in 
H2 (X; Z/2) and divide the integral lifts c of w into equivalence classes by the relation: 
c w c’ if { )(c - c’)> is even. 
When X is spin there is only one equivalence class, otherwise there are two. An orientation 
of a moduli space of SO (3) connections can be specified by the given orientation /I of H: 
and a choice of equivalence class [c] of integral lifts of w2. In the notation of [6], $111(e), we 
choose a line bundle L over X with c,(L) representing [c] and fix the orientation 
o(L, C, 1 @/I). Changing /I or [cl, where possible, changes the orientation of the moduli 
space. 
We will denote by M,., the moduli space of ASD SO(3) connections on a bundle with 
w2 = w and p1 = - 4 k. So k need not be an integer. The two-dimensional characteristic 
class w2 is preserved under weak limits and we have a compactification: 
n?,,, = M~,wu(&-1.w x X)u(M,-,,, x S2(X)). . . . . 
We can define a map P and representatives V much as before; the only additional 
complication comes from certain divisibility questions. Working over the rationals we can 
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define: 
/J(x) = - api (P)lx 
Where P is the universal SO (3) bundle over the product space W* x X [cf. [4], 9 II (ii)]. 
$111. DEFINITION OF INVARIANTS 
Let (X, /I) be a C-manifold, fix k > 0 and write the virtual dimension of M,,, as 2d, so 
d = d(a, k) = 4k - 3( 1 + a). We will define an invariant qk,x, a polynomial of degree d in 
H’(X), assuming that k is in a “stable range” determined by a. Begin by fixing a generic 
metric g on X, homology classes ai, . . . ad in H2 (X), neighbourhoods N, , . . . , N, and 
representatives V, , . . . , I(,, transverse to all moduli spaces, as in Propositions (2.4) 
and (2.5). 
We will use one elementary argument, in slightly different contexts, many times in this 
paper. The only substantial ingredient in it is Uhlenbeck’s compactness theorem. It is much 
the same as the argument used in [4], $111 (iv). 
LEMMA (3.1). 1f k > (3/2)(1 + a) = (3/4)(1+ b: (X)) then the intersection V, n V, n 
. . . n V, n M, is compact. 
Proof: Let [A,] be an infinite sequence in this intersection. Going to a subsequence we 
can suppose that [A,] is weakly convergent to a point ([A,]; xi, . . . x,) in the com- 
pactified moduli space. We have to show that n is zero, for then [A,] is in the intersection 
and [A,] converges trongly to [A,] so any sequence in the intersection has a convergent 
subsequence and hence the intersection is compact. 
Now we know that for each v either [A,] lies in V, or some point x, lies in the closure of 
N,. This is an immediate consequence of the way that the V, were defined (see the remarks 
at the end of $11 (v) above). On the other hand no point x, can lie in more than two of the N, 
by the last property in (2.4). So suppose first that 0 < n < k. Then of the d neighbourhoods 
N, at most 2n are accounted for by the points x,. So [A,] lies in the common intersection 
of at least d -2n of the V, with Mk-,. By our general position assumptions we must have: 
dim M,_, 2 2(d - 2n). 
But in fact we know that the dimension of Mk -” is equal to the virtual dimension, since we 
supposed that k - n > 0, 
dim Mk_,, = S(k-n)-3(1 +b$(X)) = 2d-8n < 2(d-2n), 
and we obtain a contradiction. 
Now consider the case when n = k, so A, is the trivial flat connection which lies in none 
of the I’,,. We must then have 
2k>d=4k-3(1+a), 
and this contradicts the hypothesis that k > (3/2) (1 + a). So the only possibility is n = 0 and 
the proof is complete. 
From now on, when making arguments like that in the proof above we will just say “by 
dimension counting”. The argument can be viewed as saying that when k is large enough the 
lower strata M,_, x S”(X) (n > 0) in the compactified moduli space have codimension at 
least 4, so by general position the intersection considered above should lie in the interior or 
the open stratum. However, the approach we have taken is more elementary and avoids 
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discussing the detailed structure of the compactified moduli space. (This situation, in the 
“stable range” of large k, is thus simpler than that of [73, where the boundary had 
codimension 1 and a corresponding correction term was required.) 
Now the moduli space Mk has dimension 2d and so, since all the intersections are 
chosen to be transverse, the intersection M, n VI n . . . n Vd is a finite set of points. To each 
point we attach a sign + 1, using the orientations of the moduli space and of the normal 
bundles to the V,, furnished by the line bundles used in their definition. Then we set: 
Qn(V1, *. . Vd;g) = total number of points in M, n VI n . , . n V, (3.2) 
(counted with signs). 
This is all standard differential topology. Another way of expressing the definition is that 
the I!, or, better, cochains o, supported in small neighbourhoods of the V,,, give represen- 
tatives for the cohomology classes ~(a,) in the ambient space 99: such that n supp(o,) 
meets M, in a compact set. Then we get a representative for the cup product 
P(ai)u . . . up(a,) which restricts to the compactly supported cochains on M,. We are 
then evaluating this compactly supported cohomology class on the fundamental class of 
M,z. 
Our next task is to show that the integers defined by (3.2) actually yield differential 
topological invariants of X. We could formulate this in the same style as the remarks above. 
One has to show first that any two choices for the compactly supported representatives of
P(ai)u.. . u p(a,,) yield the same class in Zfza”,, (M,). Second, that different moduli spaces 
M,(g,), M,(g,) differ by the boundary of a locally finite (2d+ 1) chain Z over which the 
cohomology class extends, with compact support. However, we shall continue to formulate 
the work in differential topological language, considering submanifolds cut out of various 
moduli spaces. 
LEMMA (3.3). &f k > $1 + a) then: 
(i) Qk(V1, . . . V,;g) depends only on the homology classes aI, . . . , ad and defines a 
symmetric multilinear map: 
qp’:H,(X) x . . . Hz(X) + Z 7 
qle)(al, . . . ad) = QkWI, . . . V,;g). 
(ii) qlg’ is independent of the generic metric g on X. 
Proof: (i) It suffices to show that if C,, C; and iz” are surfaces in X with [C,] = [C’i] 
+ [C;l] in homology and if Vi, V’, , VL are codimension 2 representatives defined using 
corresponding neighbourhoods N, , N; , NY and if V2, . . . V, are similarly defined using 
neighbourhoods N,, . . . N,, [such that each of the three d-tuples satisfy the genericity 
conditions of (2.4), (ZS)], then: 
Qdv~v . . . V,;d=Q,(V;,... Vd;g)+Qu(C',... Cd. 
Choose a 3-chain K in X with boundary x1 - C; - C’i’ and not meeting the intersections 
Nj n Nk for j, k > 1. Let U be a neighbourhood of K containing N, , N’, , N;‘, but not 
meeting any of the other double intersections. The restriction map from B’r to .GgN, factors 
through Ww, and similarly for N’, , N;‘. We can regard the three line bundles we have 
associated to the neighbourhoods as line bundles, 9, Y, 9” say over 99;. The homology 
definition of the p-map ([4], $11) shows that 9’ is isomorphic to Y@Y’ (since CC,] 
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= [Z’, ] + [Z’i’] in H,( IV)). Fixing such an isomorphism, we find a smooth section u of 
IL:( 9’) over W x [0, l] equal to si (the section cutting out P’r )over W x (0) and to s’, 0s; 
over W x ( l}. Let U be the zero set of 6, and choose CJ in general position, in the manner of 
(2.9, relative to all of the intersections of the V, with all Mj(v > 1,j < k). (More precisely, of 
course, we mean the corresponding submanifolds in Mj x [0, 11.) Then, repeating our 
dimension counting argument we find that 
Un V*n . . . n V,n(M, x CO, 11) 
is a compact l-manifold with boundary. Counting the boundary points, with orientations, 
we get the desired equality. (Here again we make an abuse of notation by identifying the I’, 
with their pre-images under the projection map from the 99; x [0, I] to Bf .) 
(ii) Any two metrics on X can be joined by a path (e.g. the linear path). If go, gi are 
generic metrics on X we choose a generic path g: between them as in (2.3). Then we have 
parametrised moduli spaces Zj c .@f x [0, l] for 0 <j 5 k. We can choose the V. so that all 
the multiple intersections of the V. with the Zj are transverse. This requires extensions of 
(2.4) and (2.5) to parametrised families which can safely be left to the reader to formulate and 
prove. Then by the same dimension counting argument (applying Uhlenbeck’s Theorem for 
the compact family of metrics g:) we find that I’r n . . . V,nZ, is a compact l-manifold 
with boundary, and this gives the desired homology between the two intersections. 
We have now achieved the first goal of this paper, the definition of an infinite family of 
differential topological invariants of C-manifolds. From now on we just write 4k (or qk,x or 
qk,z,@ as the context demands) for the invariants &’ of (3.3). To sum up we have the 
following. 
THEOREM (3.4). Let (X, j?) b e a C-manifold and k be an integer bigger than (3/4) 
(1 + bi (X)) = (3/2)(1+ a). There is a unique polynomial qL,x,B in Hz(X), of degree d = 4k 
- 3(1+ a) such that if g is a generic metric on X and {V,} are generic representatives fir 
classes ~(a,), as in (2.4), (2.9, then: 
qk,x.B(a19. . . ad = Qk(aI,. . . a,;&. 
If f: X -+X’ is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism and if b = f*(/I’) then qL,x,B 
= f*(qL.x*$ ). Also, if -p is the opposite orientation then qL,x,_p = - qL,x,B. 
Here, of course, we are identifying symmetric multilinear maps on Hz with polynomials 
in the dual space HZ. 
We can carry all of these constructions over to SO (3) connections on a bundle P over X 
with w2(P) = w not zero. To fix signs we have to choose an orientation [c] of w. On the 
other hand we do not need to impose any restriction on k, since we do not encounter any 
reducible connections under weak limits. The outcome is summarised by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM (3.5). Let (X, j?) be a C-manifold, w a non-zero class in H,(X; Z/2), [c] an 
orientation of w, and ke*Z a strictly positive number such that 4k = w2(mod 4). The anti-self- 
dual moduli spaces M,, w define a polynomial qkvw, x 8,tcl in Hz (X; Z), of degree 4k - 3 (1 + a). 
These are naturalfor orientation-preserving dtjeomorphisms of C-manifolds, and changing [c] 
or fi changes the sign of the polynomials. 
We finish this section by returning to discuss the genericity requirements imposed on 
our metrics and representatives V,. In the definition of the invariants transversality is used 
to obtain the compactness of the intersection of the I’, with Mk. However, it is possible to 
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compute the invariants using a less restrictive class of metrics and representatives . Let 
N,,... Nd be any open sets in X containing surfaces xi, . . . C, representing di, . . . , q,, 
and such that the triple intersections of the N, are empty. Let V,(v = 1, . . . d) be closed 
subsets of 99~” cut out by equivariant sections of the gN,, and by our usual abuse of 
notation, regard the V, as being simultaneously closed subsets of all the gj,*, via the 
restriction maps. We can also allow the case when the V, depend on the restriction of 
connections to the surfaces C,. Let g be any Riemannian metric on X. For fixed k > (3/2) 
(1 +a) we say that (g; Vi,. . . , Vd) is an admissible system if the intersections 
Mj.X(9)" KtlJn . . . V,,,J 
are empty wheneverj < k and p 2 d - 2(k -j) (i.e., when p 2 + V. d. (Mj,.) + 2(k -j). If (g; 
V . . . V,) is admissible our argument 
vf’n . . . 
above shows that the intersection 
n V,nM,,.(g) is compact. We can then define a numerical intersection number 
i(g; VI, . . . Vd) by making a general perturbation in a neighbourhood of this compact set in 
g. * In the definition of our invariants we have shown that admissible systems exist; 
ho*Gever, as we shall now explain any admissible system can be used to define the invariant 
4r(Q19 ** * , a,,). This gives much more flexibility, both in explicit calculations with examples 
and in our proofs in the later parts of this paper. 
PROPOSITION (3.6). For any admissible system (g; Vi, . . . V,) We have i(g, Vi, . . . V,) 
= q,,x(ai, . . . adI. 
Let (9,Vl,..., V,) = (g, V) be any system, not necessarily admissible, with the V, 
defined by restriction to open sets N,. We will show first that there are admissible systems 
arbitrarily close to (g, V). In fact we will show that there are systems (g’; V’) close to (g, V) 
such that the intersection of Mj,x(g’), for j I k, with any set of p of the V: is empty if 2p 
exceeds the virtual dimension of the moduli space. Let us call this property P(k). The metric 
g’ can be taken to be real analytic and the Vv will be determined by restriction to the same 
open sets N,. The proof is by induction on k. We use two facts: first that for any compact set 
K c Mj,x(g) there is a real analytic metric g*, arbitrarily close to g, and a neighbourhood W 
of K in 581, such that Mj,x(g*)n W is cut out transversely (and avoids reducibles). This 
follows from Freed and Uhlenbeck’s Theorem (cf. [12], p. 72). Second, for a real analytic 
base metric the ASD solutions are also real analytic, and hence are either reducible on X or 
irreducible on any open subset in X. We also make heavy use of the weak compactness 
theorem. 
First note that if (g, V) satisfies property P(k) then so do all sufficiently nearby systems 
(g*, V*). The proof is by contradiction, using weak compactness and a dimension counting 
argument. By a similar argument we see that if (g, V) satisfies P(k) then all intersections of 
M,+,,x(g)withpofthe V.,with2p> V.d.(M Ir + 1, *), are compact. We can then perturb the 
metric slightly to a nearby real analytic metric g* to make Mlr+ &g*) transverse in a 
neighbourhood of these compact sets. The restrictions of connections in Mt+ 1,x(g*) to the 
N, are irreducible so we can also perturb the V, to V,* making all the corresponding 
intersections in this neighbourhood transverse, i.e. empty. If the perturbations are suffi- 
ciently small then (V*, g*) will also satisfy Z’(k) and, by yet another application of weak 
compactness, one sees then that the intersection of any p of the V* with ML+l,X(g*) is 
actually empty for 2p > V.d.(M,+,,x ) [i.e., we do not introduce any new intersections “at 
infinity” in ML+ 1,x(g*).J So (V*, g*) satisfies P(k + 1) and the inductive step is complete. 
We now consider this construction in the particular case when (V, g) was already 
admissible. It is easy to see that for (V’, g’) as above, sufficiently close to (V, g), the 
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intersection numbers i(g; C’i, . . . Va) and i(g’; V; , . . . , Vd) are equal. So we can reduce to 
the case of real analytic metrics and systems atisfying P(k). Suppose that (g, V) and (h, W) 
are two such systems with V, = WV for v = 2, . . . d. We can now combine the arguments 
used in Lemma (3.2) with the inductive argument over the moduli spaces given above. We 
start with an arbitrary l-parameter family of metrics joining g to h, and an arbitrary 
homotopy between the sections cutting out Vi and W,, depending on the restriction of 
connections to a neighbourhood of a 3-chain in X. This gives us parametrised moduli 
spaces Zj. We apply our inductive argument, adapted in the obvious way to fmilies, to find a 
small perturbation of these paths which gives a compact cobordism between the two 
intersections, and so deduce that the intersection umbers i(g; VI, . . . V,), i(h; W, , . . . W,) 
are equal. 
Remark (3.7). It is easy to show, using similar arguments to those in (3.6), that for any 
surfaces Z,, in X and metric g there are arbitrarily close surfaces Cl and real analytic metric 
g’, together with representatives V, depending on restriction to the xi, such that 
(g’; v;,... Vb) is admissible [or even satisfies property P(k)]. 
SW. CONNECTED SUMS 
(i) Shrinking the neck 
In this section we consider a C-manifold X which can be written as a connected sum of 
oriented manifolds Yi, Y,. We let Y be the disjoint union of Yr and Y2. We study the 
polynomial invariants 4k.x by COnStrUCting a l-parameter family of Riemannian metrics gA 
(0 c I < 1) on X. These metrics are all the same outside a connecting tube of diameter O(1). 
The idea is to study the moduli spaces M,,,(g,) as I + 0, and to compare them with the 
moduli spaces for Y. (The latter are, of course, unions of products of the moduli spaces for 
the components Y1 , Y, .) In this subsection (i) we will set up notation and definitions, and 
review the main facts about these degenerating families of metrics which will underlie our 
detailed arguments. 
Fix a metric g on Y. The precise properties required will be spelled out below. We 
suppose that the injectivity radius of g is greater than 1. For a point y in Y we let B(y, r) 
denote the image of the closed r-ball under the exponential map at y. If r -c 1 this is an 
embedded ball in Y. Fix points y,, y, in Y,, Y2 respectively and for r < 1 put Z,(r) 
= Yi\B(yi, r). Let Z(r) be the union of 2, (r) and Z,(r). We identify the balls B(y,, 1) with 
balls in the tangent spaces, using the exponential maps. Choose an orientation-reversing 
isometry 0: (TY, h, -) (TY,h,. Then the map f between punctured tangent spaces given by 
f(5)= W1512)45) 
identifies the annulus in Y, , centred on y, , having inner radius r7. and outer radius 1, with 
the corresponding annulus in Y,. We form the oriented connected sum X as a quotient of 
Z(A) by this gluing map. (So, strictly, X depends upon A.) For any r > I* we have a natural 
embedding of Z(r) in X and we will often regard this as an inclusion. So, for example, a 
submanifold of Y which is contained in Z(r) will also be regarded as a submanifold of X. 
We will now define the metric gA on X. The key property is that it should agree with g on 
a large open set, for example on Z(21*). Over the “neck” &I the connected sum we can define 
gA to be a weighted average of the metrics on the Yi, compared via the identification mapf, 
and averaged by a cut-off function in the obvious way (cf. [4], $IV (vi)). 
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Just as in the definition of the polynomial invariants above, the cornerstone of our 
discussion will be a version of Uhlenbecks compactness theorem. Let P be an SU (2) bundle 
over X and A, a sequence of connections on P with A, ASD relative to the metric gi., for a 
sequence A, + 0. Let A’ be an ASD connection on a bundle P’ over Y, and let (zi) 
(i= 1,. . . , n) be a multiset of points in y\{y,, y2}. We say that [A.] converges weakly to 
([A’]; (zi)) if, after suitable gauge transformations, defined over punctured 4-manifolds, the 
A, converge to A’ on Z(r)\{Zi} f or each r > 0, and if the curvature densities IF(& 
converge on Z(r) to IF(A + 8nZ ES,,. Notice that we have n + cI(P’) I cz(P), and 
equality need not hold since we may “lose” curvature over the neck. 
We will also introduce a notion of “strong” convergence in this situation. For a given Iz 
and q > 0 say that [A,] is (a 1) close to [A’] if there is a bundle map 4: PJz + P’ Iz, where 
Z = Z((l/lOO)l*), such that 
II 4 - 4*v1 ll‘P(Z) < tt. 
[The factor (l/100) here is, of course, just a fixed, suitably small, number.] We say that the 
sequence [A,] is, &-strongly convergent to [A’] if for any q > 0, [A,] is (II, n,) close to A for 
large a. 
The convergence results we need can be summarised by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION (4.1). If 1, -+ 0 and A, is a sequence of gl,- ASD connections on a bundle P 
over X then there is a bundle P’ over Y, a connection A’ on P’ and a multiset (zl, . . . , z,) in 
Y\{yl, y2}, with c2(P’) + n I c2(P), such that a subsequence [A,,] of [A,] is weakly 
convergent to ([A’], (Zi)). Moreover, ifc2 (P’) = c2 (P) then A,. is %,.-strongly convergent to A’. 
The first sentence of this proposition follows easily from Uhlenbeck’s Theorem. The 
second sentence, asserting strong convergence, is more involved. It requires decay estimates 
for ASD connections over an annulus or, applying a conformal map, a cylinder. These 
estimates can be proved by adapting the techniques of [3], Appendix or [12], $9. 
The other major piece of theory we need is complementary to (4.1); allowing us to go 
from ASD connections over Y to ASD connections over X. We recall the notion, explained 
in [4], $111(i) of the “connected sum” of connections. Let P’ be a bundle over Y, as above, 
and p: P’ lyl + P’ ly2 be an isomorphism. If A’ is an ASD connection on P’ we can form a new 
bundle-with-connection over X by flattening A’ in a small neighbourhood of {y, , y, ) and 
gluing by p. Of course this construction depends upon some arbitrary choices of cut-off 
functions, etc., and the new connections will not be ASD with respect to any metric. 
However, we can look for nearby ASD connections over X, as in [4], §IV. The results we 
need are summarised in the next two propositions. We consider two situations, first when 
both of the b2+ ( Yi) are strictly positive. 
We introduce more notation, the moduli space Mk, r has components Mfk, ,f2 ), r labelled, 
in the obvious way, by the disposition of the Chem class. Let M& be the union of all the 
components Mtr,, k2 1, r with k, and k, both strictly positive. Now if b: ( Y, ) and b: ( Y2 ) are 
both positive there are, for generic metrics g on Y,-no non-trivial reducible ASD con- 
nections over Y. The moduli spaces Mt r are smooth manifolds, cut out transversely. Let q: 
Tk + Mz, y be the fibre bundle, with fibre SO (3), consisting of isomorphism classes of pairs 
(A’, p), as above. Now let C be an open set in Mf_ r with compact closure, and q be a small 
positive number. The Lp norm induces a metric on Mt r. Let D be the 2qneighbourhood of 
C. We want to consider smooth maps t from the open set q-l(D) in Tk to the moduli space 
MkVx(gl), which are well approximated by the gluing construction discussed above. So we 
suppose that 7([A’], p) is (g, 1) close to [A’]. We can also look at the situation over a 
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common open set Z(r). More precisely, we have two maps from q-‘(D) to a&,, given by the 
composites: 
PROPOSITION (4.6). Suppose that b: (Yt) are both strictly positive. Let C be a pre-compact 
open set in M,,v. For 9 < q(C) and A < A(C) there is u diffeomorphism r,fiom q-‘(D) c T 
(where D is the 2n-neighbourhood of C, us above) to an open set SA,, in M,,x(gi) such that: 
(i) r,([A’, p])is (n, A) close to A’; 
(ii) S1,, contains all points in M,x(g,) which are (n, II) close to u point of C; 
(iii) us I + 0 the composites Rz(,) r1 converge in C’ to Rz(,rq. 
In the second case we consider connections which are flat over the part of X correspond- 
ing to one factor, say Y,, but we assume that 6: (Y,) is zero. Thus we are gluing a 
connection A’ over Y which is trivial over Y, . This means that the gluing parameter p can 
be cancelled by the isotropy group of A’: the condition that b: ( Y, ) is zero means that there 
is no obstruction to deforming the glued connection to an ASD connection over X. 
Precisely, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION (4.7). Suppose that b: (Y1) = 0. Let C be a pre-compact open set in the 
moduli space Mk,r,. For n < q(U), I < n(U, r~) there is a diffeomorphism TV from the 2n- 
neighbourhood V of U to an open set S1 in the moduli space Mkx(gl) such that: 
(i) T*( [A]) is (n, A) close to A’ (the connection ouer Y which is equal to A over Y2 and is 
Jut over Y1); 
(ii) SL contains all points ofM&gl) which are (n, A) close to points of C; 
(iii) us R -+ 0 the composifes Rz(,) rA converge in C’ to Rzc,r. 
[In (4.6, iii) and (4.7, iii) one has to interpret the convergence in suitable way in the unlikely 
event that a connection in M,.,(g,) is reducible over Z(r).] 
(ii) The main results 
In this subsection we first give a corollary flheorem (4.8)] of the structure theorems 
above for M&g,) as 1-+ 0. This result illustrates the main ideas, which will be used again 
in later arguments, in a simple way. Next we formulate our main theorem, a “vanishing” 
theorem for the polynomial invariants of connected sums [Theorem (4.9)], and go on to 
indicate the main lines of the argument used in the proof of this which follows. For 
simplicity, we concentrate throughout on the SU(2) case, although we make some brief 
remarks on the corresponding results for SO(3) connections. 
THEOREM (4.8). Suppose (X, j?) and (Y2, y) are C-manifolds, and Y, is a smooth, compact, 
oriented 4-manijbld with b: (Y1 ) = 0. Suppose there is an orientation-preserving diffeomor- 
phism of X and the connected sum Y 1 # Y,, under which /3 and y correspond. Then for all 
k > (3/4)(b: (X) + 1) the restriction of~lr,~,~ to H2(Y2) x . . . x H2(Y1) c Hz(X) x . . . 
x Hz(X) 1s equal to G,~~,~. 
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Proof: Let di, . . . ctd be classes in Hz ( Y, ), where 2d = dim M,.x. Choose a generic 
metric g on Y and representatives P’i, . . . , V,, as in (2.4), (2.5), using neighbourhoods 
Ni,..., Nd contained in some 2, (r) and transverse to all the moduli spaces for Y2. By our 
usual abuse of notation we consider the V, as being simultaneously closed subsets of the 
31. rz and gj. x. We claim first that when 2 is small the intersections: 
I=Me,Y2nVIn...nV,, f(L)=M,,,(g,)nV,n...nV, 
can be n+turally identified as sets. For, in one direction, given a point [A] in I we can 
construct a map rA from a neighbourhood of [A] to Mk,*(gl). The intersection of the V, and 
M Ir,yl is transverse so, for small 1, there will be a unique intersection point (also transverse) 
in Z(J) close to rl([A]), by (4.7, iii). In the other direction we need to show that there are no 
extra points of r(i_). By (4.7, ii) it suffices to show that for any q all points of 1(1) are (q, A) 
close to a point of I, for small enough i.. Suppose the contrary, so there is a sequence 1, + 0 
and points [A,] of I(&) which are not (PI, A,) close to I. Then by (4.1) we can suppose that 
the sequence is weakly convergent o ([A’]; zi, . . . z,), with an ASD connection A’ on a 
bundle P’ having c2(P’) = k’. Let k; and k; be the components of cz(P’) on Y,, Y,, so k 
= k; + k;. We know that k’ + n I k and that [A’] lies in I-‘, for any v such that N, does not 
contain one of the points zi. On the other hand we have that Mj,Y n VV(l)n . . . n I’,,,, is 
empty if 2p > dim M, yZ. Then the counting argument used in (3.1) shows that n and k’ are 
zero and k; = k. Thus the [A,] converge strongly to [A’], by the last part of (4.1), and we 
obtain the desired contradiction. 
Now it is easy to see that the sign with which the points of I and Z(A) are counted agree, 
using the definition in [6] of the standard orientation of the moduli spaces. This completes 
the proof of the theorem [note that we do not have to worry about the V, being transverse 
to all the lower moduli spaces, or some restrictions being reducible on the N, since the 
counting argument above shows that the system (g(A); V) is admissible for small A, cf. (3.6)]. 
We will now move on to the main topic of this section. 
THEOREM (4.9). Suppose a C-manifold X can be decomposed as a smooth oriented 
connected sum X = Y1 # Y, with b: (Yi) and bi(Y,) both strictly positive. Then all the 
polynomial invariants q,., are zero. 
[Here we are considering the invariants derived from SU(2) moduli spaces. In fact in the 
situation of (4.9) all the SO(3) invariants also vanish. The proof is in some cases much easier 
than for the SU(2) result and we leave the reader to supply details.] 
We shall now discuss the proof of (4.9) in an informal way to motivate the detailed work 
in the proof in §IV (iii)-(vi) below. Fix attention on a set of classes xi, . . . a,, in H,(X) and 
let Vi, . . . Vd be representatives for the corresponding classes, defined by restriction to 
subsets of some Z(r). We want to study the intersection I(A) of MkJgl) with the I$ as 1 
tends to 0. So suppose that A, is a sequence tending to zero and that [A,] is a point of I(&). 
By (4.1) we can suppose, taking a subsequence, that the [A,] are weakly convergent o some 
([A’]; zi). Let us assume that all intersections of the I’, are transverse to all the moduli 
manifolds for Y. Then we can apply our familiar dimension counting argument. Let the 
limit A’ have Chern class (k;, k;) and let there be d, of the a, in H2( Y,) and d, in H2( Y,). 
Similarly, let n, of the points zi be in Y, and n2 be in Yz. The important thing to observe 
first is that one of k;, k; is zero. Indeed, if not we have the inequalities: 
di -< 2ni + t dim Mk;. y, (i = 1,2) 
n, + n2 + k; + k; I k. 
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But d, + dz = d = +dim I%!~,~ and we get a contradiction, since the index formula gives: 
dim M,,* = dim Mk;, r, + dim Mk;. r, + 3 
when k’, + k; = k. This numerology is clarified by the gluing construction of (4.6).,Open sets 
in the moduli spaces M&gA) are, for small I, described as SO(3) bundles over the products 
of the moduli spaces for the Yi. The point is that the three dimensions in the fibre are 
effectively invisible when the connections are restricted to Z(r). If we imagine we are in a 
situation where the moduli spaces for Y were all compact then we could phrase the 
argument up to this point in more algebro-topological terms: on the component of MkvX 
diffeomorphic to an SO (3) bundle T the classes p(ay) lift from the base of the fibration, and 
so their cup product must vanish on this part of the moduli space, since it again lifts from 
the base. 
We interpose two paranthetic remarks here. First, if one works with SO (3) connections 
where w2 has a non-zero component on each factor in the connected sum then one only 
needs this dimension counting argument o prove the vanishing theorem. Second, it is useful 
when visualising the asymptotic behaviour of the moduli spaces ML,X(gi) to know that in 
the natural “L’ metric” on the moduli space the fibre of T collapses as i. tends to 0. In fact 
the diameter of the fibre is O(n). 
We now move on to the second stage of the proof of the vanishing theorem. The 
argument above tells us that for small 2 the intersection I(i.) can be divided into two parts, 
consisting of connections which are close in the weak topology to the flat connection over 
Yi and Y2 respectively (i.e., they are almost flat outside a union of small balls in one of the 
Y,.) No point of Z(1) can satisfy both conditions, by the dimension counting argument. 
[since E.’ > #(l + a)]. So let us consider the part of the intersection close to the flat 
connection over Y, . In terms of our sequence [A.] above, we assume that k’, is zero. Our 
counting argument still gives us some information. Combining our inequalities we get: 
When b: ( Y, ) is large the range of phenomena that can occur becomes complicated, since 
we can encounter many “concentrated instantons” in the moduli spaces as i., + 0. Let us 
first consider the simplest case when b: (Y,) = 1. In this case we must have n = 0, kz = k 
and d, = 0. So the sequence [A,] is strongly convergent. To understand the possible limits 
[A’] we need the extension of (4.7) to the case when the “obstruction space” H = H: ( Y,) is 
non-zero. The theory involved is developed in [4], §IV(vi). Let Q + M,. y1 be the principal 
SO(3) bundle consisting of isomorphism classes of pairs (AJ) where A is a connection on an 
SU (2) bundle E over Y, and f is a framing of the associated SO (3) bundle at y,. Let 
@ + Mk, ~2 be the real 3-plane bundle associated to Q. Then on a neighbourhood of a pre- 
compact subset C of Mk,Y2 we can find sections 41 of 0 @ H and a map ri from C to ax 
such that rI. takes the zeros of 4i to Mk,x(gA), and all the points of Mk,*(gi) which are close 
to U are contained in the image of T1. Moreover there is a formula for the leading term-in $1 
as i. + 0. This description becomes especially simple in the case at hand when H is one- 
dimensional. Let o be the harmonic form on Y, generating H. The curvature of a 
connection at y, gives a section of 0 @ A$ ,y2. The leading term in 41 is given by contracting 
this with the value of w at y, (using the isomorphism a). Let us call this leading term 4. We 
suppose that the intersections of the V, with the lower moduli spaces Mjey2 are transverse. 
Then a dimension counting argument shows that the intersection Vi A . . . n Vd n M,, yI is a 
compact 3-manifold J. (Recall that the “lower strata” have condimension at least 4.) The 
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structure theorem for the moduli spaces now tells us that if the section 4 vanishes 
transversely on a finite set of points I in J then r1 gives a bijection from I to the relevant 
portion of the intersection 1(n). Thus the total contribution to the intersection I(J), counted 
algebraically with signs, is the Euler class of the bundle 0 over J. But the rational Euler 
class of three plane bundles is always zero so we deduce that this contribution to I(%) is 
algebraically zero (although we do not know that the intersection is actually empty when I. 
is small). 
We can say, roughly, that there are two topological mechanisms underlying the 
vanishing theorem: the SO (3) fibration on one large subset of the moduli space Mksx(gi) for 
small I., and this Euler class argument on the remainder. Both these ideas can be applied 
rather generally. For example, it is an easy exercise in Chern-Weil theory to prove that if Q 
is any principal G-bundle, where G is a compact Lie Group, and s is the vector bundle 
associated to the adjoint representation, then the Euler class of E in rational cohomology is 
zero. This makes it seem very likely that if (as is certainly possible) one constructs rational 
Yang-Mills invariants using moduli spaces of G-connections for more general groups G, 
then all these invariants will vanish in the situation considered in (4.9). 
The discussion above for the case when b: ( Y, ) = 1 gives the main idea behind the proof 
of (4.9). We will now describe the outlines of the argument in the general case. The 
important point is that we want to avoid describing our moduli spaces explicitly since, while 
one knows in principle how to analyse different regions in the M,,.(g,) asymptotically, the 
descriptions become extremely complicated. So we proceed as follows. We let U, be an open 
subset in aX consisting of connections which are almost flat over 2, (p) minus at most k 
small balls. (i.e. roughly, a neighbourhood of the flat connection in the weak topology). U, 
will be defined to be (E, 0 R,, cpB )-‘(CO, E]) where E, is a function from W,(,, to R+, 
measuring the “weak distance to the flat connection”. Thus the defining criteria depend only 
on the restriction of connections to Z(p). By abuse of notation we write E, o&, tpj simply as 
El and regard E, as being a function on all the spaces azlfP) , ~j,x, .c~I~,~, simultaneously. 
Then we have corresponding sets FV{ = E; ‘(CO, E]) in gj. r, . We also have symmetrical 
objects U,, E2 etc. The first part of the argument above shows that the intersection Z(i.) can 
be divided into disjoint pieces I, (i,) and Z,(n) in U1 and U, respectively. We want to show 
that, counted algebraically, the contribution from each of these is zero, so we can fix 
attention on II(n) in U1. 
The argument continues by embedding the ASD equations over U, in a larger family of 
equations. Recall that connections A in U, are almost flat over most of Zt (p). We show that 
when p is small one can choose, in a gauge invariant way, sections of the adjoint bundle gP 
over Z1 (p) which are similarly almost covariant constant over most of Z, (p), and which 
give an approximately flat trivialisation of gP there. We do this in a way that is compatible 
with weak convergence of connections. These sections define a rank 3 bundle s --, U, ; the 
points of E are isomorphism classes of pairs (A, <) where 5 is one of the chosen sections of g,, 
and A is a connection on P. Let o be a self-dual 2-form supported on Z,(p) obtained by 
cutting- off a harmonic form on Yr . We can consider the equation over the total space of s: 
F+(A)+<.o = 0. 
This is a Fredholm equation and the solution space L, c 53k,x has virtual dimension 2d -t 3. 
The moduli space Mksx is clearly the intersection of Lk with the zero section in Z. This 
procedure is consistent with that followed above in the case b: ( Yl ) = 1, since we can then 
think of L, as being identified with Mk,r2, r1 as being the projection map n from E to WX, 
and 4I as being the tautological section of n*(E). 
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We then go on to show that, for suitable choices of parameters, the component of the 
intersection J = Lk n VI n . . . n V, which contains I, (A) is a compact S-manifold. Once 
this is done the proof is completed by the same Euler class argument, since I, (1) c J is by 
definition the zero set of a section of the rank 3 bundle n*(E). There are two main parts to 
this study of J. On the one hand we look at the subsets J(E’) = E; 1 [0, E'] n J for E’ < E. To 
study these we want to appeal to the same kind of arguments, mixing transversality with 
weak compactness, that we use for the ordinary moduli spaces. Building up the analogous 
results here makes up the bulk of the arduous labour in the proof below. Given the same 
basic properties as for the ASD connections, one can see that J(E) should be generically 
compact by a dimension counting argument. 
The other part of the study of J is much more interesting. The discussion so far leads to 
the point where we see that J is the interior of a compact manifold with boundary J = f(s). 
We have two important small parameters, L defining the metric and E defining the open set 
U, that we are considering. (The parameter p is fixed earlier in the argument.) Suppose that, 
with E fixed, the boundary of iis not empty for arbitrarily small 1. Then we can use weak 
compactness to get a weak limit ([A’, <I: Zi) of the boundary points. Our function E, is 
continuous in the weak topology on solutions to the generalised equations, so E, (A’) = E. 
In particular A’ is not flat over Y, . Then using a dimension counting argument we find that 
we actually have strong convergence. Now our extended equations F + (A) + 5. cu = 0 can 
be defined equally well on a bundle over the open subsets W{ of ~j,u,, since all our 
constructions depend only on the restriction of connections to Z1 (p). The strong limit A’ is 
made up of an ASD connection over Y, and a solution to the extended equations over Y1. 
When we take account of the intersection with the V, these individual constituents are 
isolated points. Finally we extend the results of our gluing construction [Theorem (4.6)] to 
the generalised equations. This shows that A’ yields, for small 1, a 3-parameter family of 
points of J(E)‘), for any E” > E, parametrised by a copy of SO (3). This forms a complete 
component of J(.s”) on which the variation of E, tends to zero with 1. It is then clear that the 
components of J containing I, (i.) do not meet the boundary when I is small. This argument 
is really dealing with the intersection of the regimes in the moduli spaces where the two 
basic mechanisms apply. 
We complete this preliminary discussion of the proof of (4.9) with three more remarks. 
First, to obtain transversality we are forced to introduce yet more general equations, using 
the perturbations constructed in [6]. These are discussed in #4(v) below. Second, we have to 
divide the discussion of transversality into two parts: first we study the extended equations 
over the w and make these transverse, then analyse the boundary of J as sketched above, 
and finally fix I and perturb the equations and representatives V, to obtain a compact 
transverse intersection in U,. Thirdly, it is helpful in understanding this argument to see 
precisely why it would fail ifb: ( Yl) were zero, contrary to our hypothesis. In that case there 
would be a l-parameter family of reducible solutions to the extended equations over fl 
having the trivial solution (the flat connection over Y,) as a boundary point. When we 
analyse the space .I we get a contribution to the boundary of I(s) coming from these 
reducible solutions glued to points of Mk, r2. The isotropy group of these reducible solutions 
is S’, and each such pair now furnishes a two-dimensional family, parametrised by 
so (3)/S’ = S, of solutions in E. So we can no longer deduce that the components of J 
containing I1 (2.) do not cross E-’ (8). 
(iii) Preliminary steps in the proof of Theorem (4.9) 
In this subsection we will first define the functions Ei whose role in the proof has been 
outlined above and then go on to verify that they have the detailed properties required in 
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our construction of the extended equations in §IV (iv) below. Our definitions will depend on 
a small parameter p, with 2i.t < p < 1, which will be fixed at the end of gIV(iv). We begin by 
choosing a system (g, V) for Y, satisfying P(k), with a real analytic metric g and I-‘, defined 
by restriction to surfaces C, as in (3.7), with the X, contained in Z(1). 
Letf: R+ + R+ be a smooth, monotone, function withf(x) = x2 for small x andf(x) 
= x for large x. If A is any SU (2) connection over Z, (p) we put: 
E,(A) = 
I 
f(IF(A)I) + lF+(A)IPdp. 
21 (P) 
As we have explained above, we regard E, as being simultaneously afunction on all the 2j.x 
andBj,r,. The reason for usingf( 1 F(A) I) rather than just I F(A) I in the integrand is that E, 
is then a smooth function. For E > 0 we let: 
be the open sets E; 1 ([0, E]). To simplify the discussion in these preliminary sections we will 
state our results for U,(E), since the corresponding statements for the other spaces are 
established in just the same way. Of course we also define E2, U,(E) in a symmetrical 
fashion. 
The next two lemmas show that the function E, does indeed measure the “distance to 
the flat connection in the weak topology”. 
LEMMA (4.10). For fixed p and anp 6 > 0 there is an E such that for all small 1 and any 
point [A] in U,(E) there can befound a set ofpoints z,, . . . z, in Z, (p), with n I k, such that if 
R is the complement in Z, (2~) of the S balls centered on the zi, we have: 
s I F(A)IPdp 56. n 
This is, once again, a corollary of Uhlenbeck’s Thoerem. A sequence [A.] in .%?z(p, with 
F(A,) bounded in Lz and F +(A,) tending to zero in Lp has a weakly convergent 
subsequence; i.e. the connections converge in LT on interior domains minus finite sets. Now 
the function E, dominates II F + (A)I,(,, II& so, arguing by contradiction, if the conclusion of 
the lemma was false we would find a weakly convergent sequence [A.] with E, (A,) + 0 but 
for which there is no set of suitable 6 balls for any a. However the function E, also 
dominates a multiple of the L1 norm of the curvature. So the limit A, must have curvature 
zero, and we obtain a contradiction. 
Conversely we have the following. 
LEMMA (4.11). For any p and E we canjnd 6(p, E) > 0 such that if6 < 6(p, E) and A is an 
ASD connection over Z(p) such that: 
(9 
s 





I F(A)IPdp < 6, 
n’ 
where R’ is the complement in Z, (p) of k balls of radius 6, then E, (A) I E. 
Proof. We divide the integral defining E, (A) into two parts corresponding to R’ and the 
small balls. Clearly the contribution from 82’ is O(S”‘). Supposef(x) = x for x 2 c. Then the 
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contribution from the small balls to E,(A) is dominated by the L’ norm of F(A) over the 
balls plus c times the volume of the balls: now use the inequality, 
II F(A) II L’(B) I II F(A) ll~q~,+W)*, 
and the fact that the volume of the balls decreases with 6. 
We will now set down the main properties of the open sets defined by these functionals. 
Recall that we have three parameters at our disposal, to wit E, p, E. (with 2A* < p). The first 
property is an auxiliary fact that can be deduced easily from the removeability of singulari- 
ties theorem in the simple, linear, case of reducible connections and we omit further details 
of proof. 
PROPOSITION (4.12). For suficiently small p and E there are no reducible connections in any 
Wi (E), Wh (E) except for those on the trivial S’ bundle when j = 0. 
The main properties we need are given in the next two propositions. 
PROPOSITION (4.13). For any p, lo there is an q,(p, &) such that 
I(A) n U, (4 n U, (4 
is empty for all 15 1, and E I Ed (p, i, ). 
PROPOSITION (4.14). For any fixed E, p there is a 1, (E, p) such that I(A) is contained in 
U,(e)uU2(E)for 2.51,. 
The proofs of these two propositions are straightforward applications of the techniques 
we have used many times already. Beginning with (4.13): if the result were false we could find 
a sequence [A.] in I(n,Jn u,(e,)n U,(E,) with E, +O and j.,E(O,&). By (4.1) we can 
suppose that the [A,] converge to the trivial connection over Z(p) minus a finite 
exceptional set, and in the usual way there are at most k points in the exceptional set. But, 
just as in the proof of Lemma (3.1), there must be a surface X, which does not contain any of 
these points [since k > 3/2 (1 + a)], and we obtain a contradiction to the fact that the [A,] 
lie in all the V,. 
Turning now to (4.14), if the statement were false there would be an E, a sequence i., 
tending to zero, and points [A,] in I(&) but not in either Ui(.s) or U,(E). We can suppose 
the sequence is weakly convergent to a limit ([A’]; Zi) and, by Lemma (4.11) above, A’ 
cannot be flat over either component Y, , Y,. Then if there are n points zi and the Chern 
class of A’ has components k,, k, we have: 
2n+)dimM,,.,, +$dimM,,,,, 2d =*dimM,,,, 
and n+k,+k,<k, 
which contradicts the index equality: 
dimM,,+,,,x = dimM,,,,, + dimM,,,,, + 3. 
Put together, these two propositions imply that when i. and E are small we can 
unambiguously write I(A) as the union of I, (A) c U, (E) and I,(A) c U,(E). We let iI and 
&(A) be the corresponding algebraic intersection numbers, so: 
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The integers ii (A), i, (i.) are independent of the parameters Iz, E, p, provided these are suitably 
small (although we do not use this fact in the proof below). We will complete the proof of 
(4.9) by establishing the following theorem. 
THEOREM (4.15). In the situation above both i, (A) and i, (A) are zero, for suitably small 
values of the parameters 1, E, p. 
To prove (4.15) we can plainly fix attention from now on one component iI(j.), and 
simplify our notation by writing E, U(E), Wj(e) in place of E,, CJ,, IV{. 
(iv) The extended equations 
In this subsection we show how the ASD equations over U(E) and IV(E) can be 
embedded in a larger family of equations. To do this we need to find a procedure for 
choosing an approximately flat trivialisation for our bundles over large regions in Y, where 
the connections are almost flat. There are various approaches one might take to this; the 
approach we follow is analytical and is based on Taubes’ construction in [31]. This 
approach has the disadvantage that it requires some rather long and tedious analytical 
digressions which are certainly not a central feature of the proof. It is possible that a more 
abstract topological approach would work better, but the author has not yet been able to 
develop such a procedure in detail. We begin with some preliminary lemmas showing that 
connections in U(E) and I@(E) are almost flat outside a large set whose geometry we can 
control; this allows us to get around any difficulties with the “diagonals” in the symmetric 
products appearing in the definitions of weak convergence. 
LEMMA (4.16). There is a number N(k) such thatfor any set S of points in Y t containing at 
most k + 1 elements we canfind a collection of disjoint balls , . . , B, Y, with < k 1 
such 
(i) for each p in the 2p ball centered on lies some B,; 
(ii) radii of bulls Bi between 10 p N(k) p; 
The distance any difirent balls Bi, is at p. 
The is elementary we leave it an exercise the reader. Let call the 
Y1 of collection at most + 1 satisfying conditions (ii) (iii) 
of (4.16) a “good” in Y, . We then have the following. 
COROLLARY (4.17). For any 6 and p we canfind an E such that for any point [A] in U(E) or 
Wj(e) there is a good domain D contained in Z, (p) such that: 
1 F(A) lp d/t I 6. 
This follows immediately from (4.10) and (4.16), where we take the set S to consist of y, 
and the points zi, . . . z, of (4.10). 
PROPOSITION (4.18). There are constants C(p), O(p), depending only on p, k and the 
Riemannian manifold Y, , such that any SU (2) connection A over a good domain D with 
s 
( F(A)lPdp s B(p) can be represented by a connection matrix A” with 
I 
IA#12 
d; 5 C(o){JD FbWpd~jl’p. 
D 
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This is a consequence of Uhlenbeck’s gauge fixing theorem, proved in [33]. For any 
simply connected domain R the corresponding result holds, but with constants depending 
upon R. It is easy to see, however, that for the good domains D the constants depend only 
on p. For example, we can construct a diffeomorphism $D from any good domain D to one 
of k + 1 standard models in such a way that the derivatives of #D are bounded by a function 
of p, then the desired uniformity follows by transforming to connections over the standard 
models. 
The conclusion of this discussion is as follows. 
PROPOSITION (4.19). For fixed p and any q > 0 we can find E such that any connection in 
U(E) or Wj(s) can be represented over a good domain D by a connection matrix with L* norm 
less than q. 
We can now proceed with the main construction of this subsection. Let u > 0 be the first 
eigenvalue of the Laplacian A on the functions on Y, . Choose d so that the volume of the 
ball B(y, , d) is less than i Vol( Y, ), and a positive function R on Y, , equal to 20 on B(y,, d) 
and supported in B(y, ,2d). Suppose A is a connection on a bundle P over 2, (p). We define 




lVAs12 + Rlsl*dp. (4.20) 
ZI (P) 
(The term involving R could be omitted, but we include it to simplify the analysis below.) 
The associated eigenvalue problem is to find sections s, vanishing on the boundary, and 
constants 7 such that: 
A.,s + Rs = TS. (4.21) 
We will use the eigenfunctions belonging to low eigenvalues to construct our extensions of 
the ASD equations. Note first that for an L; connection A the Laplacian A, = Vz V, makes 
sense as an operator mapping L$ to LP, and we have smooth families of eigenvalue 
problems, via restriction, parametrised by U(E) and I@(E). 
For a connection A as above we denote by E, the space of sections of gp spanned by 
eigenfunctions belonging to eigenvalues 7 with 7 < +a, vanishing on the boundary of 
Z,(P)* 
PROPOSITION (4.22). There is p,, , with *d > p,, > 0, and afunction e(p) such that ifp < po, 
E -c E(P) and [A] is a point in U(E) or W(E) then space E,, [associated to the restriction of A to 
ZI (p)] is three-dimensional 
This assertion is not at all surprising: the low eigenvalues correspond to sections of the 
three-dimensional bundle gp which are approximately covariant constant over most of 
Z1 (P). 
We will now prove Proposition (4.21). We first show that the dimension of E, is at least 
3. To do this we use the variational description of the eigenspaces: it suffices to exhibit a 
three-dimensional space H of sections of gp over Z(p) such that Q(s) < ia II s* 11: for all non- 
zero s in H. There is a constant C such that for any good domain D we can find a cut-off 
function /ID supported in D, equal to 1 outside the +p neighbourhood of the boundary of D 
and with II V/ID 11: 5 C,. Choose p <(l/lOO)Vol( Y,) C-la. Then make E so small that any 
connection A in V(e) is represented over a good domain D by a connection matrix A* with 
11 AX 112 < (l/lOO)Vol( Y,)a. In this trivialisation of P over D we let H be the image of the 
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map: 
u: R3 = Lie(SU(2))-r@,,,(gp) 
n(t)= Bat, 
where we think of a vector t as defining a “constant” section of the bundle in this 
trivialisation over D, and extend by zero to the rest of Z(p). Then we have: 
Q(4t)) = II v,,W) II2 + J Wd12 D 
= iI(vaD>t+AX(bDt)ii2+ RibDt12. J D 
Now IIV,$,t/12 I Cplt12 5(1/1~)VO~(Y,)a~t~* and 
11 AX&t) II2 5 11 A” iI2 ltl2 -< (1/1~)Vol(Y,)alt12. 
For the third term, recall that R 5 20 and R is supported on a set of volume at most t 
Vol( Y, ). so: 
J R&tl* ~~.Vol(Y,)olt)~. 
Putting these three inequalities together we get: 
Q(u(t)) I (l/4) + (1/25)Vol( Y1)olt12. 
On the other hand I( u(t) iI2 is at least It I* times the volume of the set on which /ID equals 1. 
Clearly, for p sufficiently small (depending only on a), we can make 
I14N12 2 P/1wouw~12, 
and this shows that our map has the desired properties. (Notice that we can construct a 
three-dimensional space on which Q is arbitrarily small, for small enough p and %.) 
The other half of the proof of (4.21), showing that the dimension of 8, is at most 3, is 
quite similar. Suppose we have established a uniform bound: 
II s lb 5 B IIS llft (4.23) 
for eigenfunctions of (4.19) belonging to eigenvalues r < +a, with a constant B independent 
ofp. Then, if there were four such linearly independent eigenfunctions we could use the same 
procedure as above to construct a four-dimensional space H’ of sections of the trivial 
bundle, with fibre R3, such that for small E and p, II Vh (1’ I +a 11 h 1) * for all h in H’, and this 
would contradict the defintion of 6. 
To obtain the uniform estimate (4.23) we observe that for any such eigenfunction: 
A(ls12) < <s, 4,s) 5 (to - R)ls12. 
In particular A(lsl*) < 0 on the annulus B(y,, d)\B(y,, p) where R = 20. We now use the 
boundary condition that s = 0 on aZ, (p) and the maximum principle to deduce that the 
maximum value of lsl over this annulus is attained on the outer boundary 8 B(y, , d). Thus it 
suffices to establish the estimate (4.23) over the fixed interior region Z, (d), and this follows 
from routine elliptic theory (integrate to get an Lf bound, apply the Sobolev inequality to 
deduce an L4 estimate and then bootstrap using the differential inequality). 
From now on we fix p to be any value less than the p,, of (4.22) and assume E, i. are 
always small enough for the conclusions of (4.12), (4.13), (4.14) and (4.22) to apply. 
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With this preliminary work completed we can define our extended equations. Let se be a 
solution of the eigenvalue problem (4.21) belonging to the low eigenvalue, when A is the 
trivial connection 8. This can be regarded as a function on Z, (p). Choose a self-dual 2-form 
o, supported in Zi (1) and such that so w is not in the image of: 
d+:R;,+R;:. 
It is easy to see that this is possible, since b: (Y,) > 0 and d+ is not surjective. [Note that if 
the term R in (4.21) is omitted then so would be a constant.] Let [A] be a point in U(E) and 
r a vector in the three-dimensional space EA. We can regard 5 w as a g,-valued self-dual 2- 
form over X, extending by zero outside Z1 (1). The extended equations for the pair (5, A) are 
then: 
F+(A)+<0 = 0. (4.24) 
We complete this subsection by extending the main properties of the ASD equations to 
these generalised equations. First, equation (4.24) is completely gauge invariant so we can 
pass to the corresponding quotient space. This is a space s whose points consist of 
equivalence classes [A, <] of pairs. There is an obvious map p: E + U(E) c Bk,x sending 
[A, <] to [A]. Next, recall that the ASD solutions themselves can be viewed as the zero set 
of a section of an infinite dimensional bundle, 9 say, over 9$.,x. The fibre of 9 over [A] is a 
copy of a,+ (gP) (or, more precisely, the Lp completion of this). In a similar way we can 
regard F + (A) + 50 as defining a section y of p* (9) over 8. 
LEMMA (4.25). (i) The map p: E + U(E) is a smooth orientable 3-plane bundle. 
(ii) The section y of p*(9) over 9 is Fredholm of index 2d + 3. 
Prooj: All these formal properties follow from more or less routine checks. Let L& be 
the space of L$ sections of gP over Zi (p) vanishing on the boundary. The assignment 
gives a smooth equivariant map from the relevant open subset of d to the bounded 
operators mapping LS,a to Lp. Let 7~~ : Lp -+ Z’A be given by standard L2 projection. To show 
that E is a smooth bundle we have to check that A,, varies smoothly with A. For this we use 





where A is a contour in the complex plane, running around the interval [0, ia] and not 
meeting the spectrum of AA + R. This condition is open in A and on such open sets the 
integrand varies smoothly with A. The bundle = - is easily seen to be orientable. Our proof of 
(4.22) gives an explicit class of maps from R3 to each 3, and, while these depend on some 
arbitrary choices, any two choices induce the same orientation on S,,. 
We can construct local models for the Banach manifold E. We write the points in U(E) in 
a neighbourhood of [A01 using the standard slice: 
A, + a, dza = 0. 
Then we identify the fibres of E in a small neighbourhood with =A0 using the restriction of 
lCAo to = -Ao+.* 
Turning to part (ii) of (4.25), we call a section Fredholm if it is represented in local 
trivialisations by maps with Fredholm derivatives. The index of the section is then the index 
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of these linear maps. In the trivialisation given in (i) the section ‘/ represented by the map 0 
where: 
~(a,sr)=F+(A,)+d,+,a+)Ca,al+7CA,+.(~)ER:.+(gp), 
for a in Ker dz and 4 in ZAo. Now the derivative 6n, of rtAO + D with respect o a, evaluated at 
a = 0, is given by differentiating (4.26). This gives: 
an,= - s Gz 6 AA G, dz, (4.27) A 
where G, is the Greens operator (AA + R - z)- l. We then have: 
(d@,),(b, rl) = rlw + d;ob - G,(d:,@(G,q)) + b*(d,,G,rlNo. (4.28) 
The first term is finite rank, the second term is the familiar linearisation of the ASD 
equations, which we know is Fredholm of index 2d on Ker df;, . So we have to check that for 
fixed z in A and for fixed v in =A,, the map 
b - G:(d%,(b(Q) + b* (4)) (4.29) 
is compact from Lf to Lp, where we have set 0 = GZq and C$ = dAoO. But this is true because 
the map factors through the compact inclusion of LI in Ly . Now (4.25, ii) follows from the 
fact a sum F + K of a Fredholm operator F and a compact operator K is again Fredholm 
and index (F + K) = index (F). 
We have stated all the above for the bundle Z over U(E) c gz,x, obtained from the 
eigenvalue problem over 2, (p) c X. Of course we can carry out completely parallel 
arguments to obtain extended spaces Ej + I@(E) c ~j, r, . Here we have to note that when 
j = 0 there are reducible connections in wi(e) [cf. (4.12)], so 3’ is not strictly a bundle. 
However, we will not encumber ourselves with extra notation to handle this, and just 
assume that all our statements are interpreted in the appropriate way over the reductions in 
V(s). In practise this linguistic simplification will not cause any difficulties. 
Over Zj we have a Fredholm section, still called 7, of a bundle p*(F) and the index of the 
section is clearly three plus the usual formal dimension of the ASD moduli space, i.e. 8j 
-3bl(Y,). We let Lk,X denote the set of zeros of the extended equations in Z and Ljsy, 
denote the corresponding zero set in 5’. So we can regard the ordinary moduli spaces ,%ik. x,
Mj,r, as being contained in Lk., and Lj,r, respectively, as the intersections with the zero 
sections in the 3-plane bundles. 
Analytically there is little difference between the extended equations and the ordinary 
ASD equations. The extended equations enjoy the three key properties explained below in 
(4.30), (4.31) and (4.32). The main points in the proofs are discussed in Appendix 1; we do not 
go into great detail here since this would mean repeating a large amount of the theory from 
the ordinary case, with only minor changes. 
(4.30) Regularity. Solutions (A, <) of the extended equations with A in LI and r in L$J 
are smooth in some bundle trivialisation. 
(4.31) Weak compactness and the remooeability of singularities. This means that we can 
define compactification of our enlarged solution spaces just as in the usual case. The only 
complication is that U(E) and W”(E) are open subsets of the spaces of connections, so the 
solution spaces can fail to be compact for trivial reasons. However if E’<E and we let 
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Lj.r,(E’) c Lj,u, be the closed subset E-‘(CO, E’]) there is a compactification: 
‘k, c U Lj, y,(E)) X Skmi( Yl). 
i 
Similarly, when we define the lower extended moduli spaces L, x, in the obvious way, we get 
a compactification of Lk, x_ Moreover, the function E extends continuously to the compacti- 
fied spaces, with E( A; x1, . . . . xn)= E(A). This follows from the principle used in the proof 
of Lemma (4.1 l), that given an L2 bound on F(A) small balls in Y, can only give a small 
contribution to the integral off( IF(A) For the term involving F+(A) we use the fact that, 
for solutions of the extended equations, that L” norm of F+(A) is controlled by that of the 
low eigenfunctions of AA, which can in turn be uniformly estimated by the L2 norm of the 
eigenfunction (4.23). Thus we have a uniform estimate 11 F+(A) IIL_ Iconst. ItI for all 
solutions (A, 5) of the generalised equations and this again means that the small balls in Y, 
give only a small contribution to the integral of JF+(A)Jp. 
(4.32) Weak semi-continuity of cohomology. Just as for the ordinary ASD equations the 
cokernel of the linearisation of the extended equations at a solution A, 5 is a finite 
dimensional vector space Hi,,, a quotient of the fibre of p*(g). If H:,, is zero a 
neighbourhood of [A, [] in the solution space is a manifold of the proper dimension, cut out 
transversely by the equations. In Appendix 1 we will prove the following semi-continuity 
property of these spaces, which will be used in the transversality discussion in (v) below. 
PROPOSITION (4.33). Let [A,, 5,] be a sequence of points in L/,v, converging weakly to 
(CA,; 5mlqv.. . . , z,,). Suppose i, are bundle maps over Y 1 \ (zl, . . . . , z,> such that i,*(A,) 
converges to A,, and i.* (5,) to l,, over this punctured manifold. Let V be a space of bundle- 
valued 2-forms generating Hi,,e g. Then for large a, i,(V) generates H&.. 
(v) Transversality 
We cannot appeal to Freed and Uhlenbeck’s Theorem when using the extended 
equations so, to achieve transversality, we consider a further family of deformations. We 
need to construct these deformations over all the Wj so that we preserve, as far as possible, 
control of solutions under weak limits. To do this we use the method introduced in [6], 
$11(b). This method does not give all the weak continuity properties one would hope for, but 
by keeping careful track of the dimensions of the various spaces one shows that this failure 
does not in the end affect the main argument. The discussion is, unfortunately, rather 
complicated and on first reading it is best to assume that the extended moduli spaces Lj, yz 
are themselves cut out transversely, and proceed directly to (vi) after reading to the 
beginning of Lemma (4.34) below. 
We consider deformations of the extended equations defined by sections cr of the bundle 
9 over the W-$). These will be constructed as linear combinations of sections associated to 
loops in Yr. Let 7 be a section of S, so for each connection A we have an element 7(A) of 
R+ r,(g,) and the map 7 commutes with the action of the gauge group. We say that 7 is 
supported on a tubular neighbourhood G of a loop 1 in Y, if: 
(a) r(A) is supported in G for all connections A; 
(b) 7 depends only on the restriction of connections to G. 
We will suppose the neighbourhoods G are chosen to be disjoint from y, and all the 
surfaces Zy in Y,. Also we assume our deformations 7 satisfy: 
(c) there is a constant C(G) such that II 7(A)IILr <C(G) for all connections A. 
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There are of course many ways of constructing such sections; explicit examples are given 
in [63 where the parallel transport of the connection is used. (It is also possible to arrange 
that the sections are defined by non-linear pseudo-differential operators of negative order.) 
For any pair A, <, with A irreducible, satisfying the extended equations we can find a finite 
collection of loops li such that for arbitrarily small neighbourhoods Gi of the li, there are 
deformations ~~ supported on Gi so that the Ti(A) generate HA, (see Lemma (2.5) of [6]). 
We want to choose a finite set of this kind which will h$ndle all the solutions in 
E-l( [is, 28-j) simultaneously. First, however, we discuss the reducible solutions of the 
extended equations. 
Recall that we have chosen E so small that there are no reducible connections at all in 
Wj, for 0 <j I k [cf. Proposition (4.12)]. In I+@ there certainly are reducible connections, the 
trivial connection [&J and also connections with holonomy S’. The trivial pair [0, O] 
satisfies the extended equations, so Lo, rI contains at least one point. Consider the 
linearisation of the extended equations about this point: 
where be Kerd.eflt, C3 R3 and UE%. The kernel of this is trivial (by our choice of w) so we 
see that the trivial solution of the extended equations is isolated (recall the discussion at the 
end of §IV(ii) above). By making E small we can suppose that the trivial solution is the only 
point in Lo, yI, in particular there are no other reducible solutions of the extended 
equations. From now on E can be fixed, and we can simplify our notation still further by 
writing U and Wj for U(E) and Wj(v). 
We will use the following lemma in the construction of our deformations. 
LEMMA (4.34). There is afinite set of loops I,, . . . . , 1, in Y 1, disjoint neighbourhoods Gi of 
the li, deformations ~~ supported on interior neighbourhoods Gi c c Gi and a number B > 0 
with the following property. Let [A, <] be a point in Lj,v, with te sE(A)<a E and I be a 
subset of the index set { 1, . . . . ,s> containing at most k-j elements. Let N be the subset of 
(1,. . . . ,s} consisting of those i which are not in I and for which: 
s 1 F(A)lP<B o; 
Then the sections r,(A) for i in N generate Hi,,. 
More briefly, this rather complicated condition says that we can remove all the sections 
ti for which the curvature is very large on G;, plus any other set of k -j sections, and we still 
get a generating collection for the cokernel of the linearisation of the extended equations. 
We will now prove Lemma (4.34). It is convenient o begin by allowing sections r*(A) 
which are combinations of 6 functions at points of Y,, rather than smooth sections of 
ng,(g,,), and which depend on the holonomy around loops in Yi. These make perfectly 
good sense in this context since the b-functions can be paired with the harmonic 
representative of Hi, <. As in [6], for each irreducible solution of the extended equations we 
can choose a finite set of such T* generating the cohomology space. Moreover the loops can, 
by general position, be taken to avoid y, , the surfaces Z,, and any other given finite set of 
loops. Our first goal is to find a finite set of sections T: (i = 1, . . . . ,s) of this kind, depending 
upon disjoint loops, and such that for any solution [A, (1 E Lj, r, with 3.s 5 E(A) I&, and 
any set I of indices containing at most k-j elements, the r:(A) for i not in I generate I-l:, c. 
This is done by induction on j, using the semi-continuity property (4.32) above. When j = 0 
the condition is vacuous. When j= 1, the part of L,, r, in E-‘[$E, 2.~1 is compact, by the 
weak compactness principle 
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(4.31). Then we can find a finite set of r*s to deal with this compact set by an obvious 
covering argument. The condition on removing sets I of size k is handled by taking k+ 1 
parallel copies of each loop. With this set of r*s the part of L,, r1 on which the condition fails 
is again compact, using the weak compactness and semi-continuity properties. Any se- 
quence in E - I C$, &I = JL, y, without strongly convergent subsequences has a subse- 
quence converging to a pair in L,, y on the complement of a single point in Y,. This point 
can lie at one of the loops already chosen, and by the semi-continuity property (4.33) the 
generating condition is satisfied for all but a finite number of pairs in this subsequence. We 
now extend our set of r*s to deal with the remaining compact part of L,_ ,,,, and continue by 
induction in the same way. 
Having found this set {r:} a similar argument shows that we can mollify the T: slightly 
to get sections ri supported on tubular neighbourhoods Gi, with G, c c G;, G; disjoint, and 
having the same generating properties as the ri. It remains only to choose the constant B so 
that the conditions of Lemma (4.34) are satisfied. To do this we again use induction on j. For 
j= 1 we can immediately find an appropriate constant B,: we can just put, 




where the supremum is taken over all i and all pairs [A, {] in the compact set E - ’ [$e, $81 in 
L 1, ,,,. Then with this constant B, the set of points in L,. y, where the condition fails is 
compact, since in a weakly convergent sequence only one of the integrals over a G: can tend 
to infinity, and this is compensated for by the fact that we are allowed to remove finite sets of 
size (k - 1) when considering L,, *, but only those of size k-2 when considering L,, y,. We 
now find a new value B, > Br to deal with this remaining compact part, and continue by 
induction. 
Fix a set { 7i}f= 1 and a constant B as in (4.34). Let h be a monotone cut-off function, 
equal to 1 on [0, B] and supported in [O, 281. For a connection A define: 
MA)=h( S,: IF(A)I 
We are now able to define a family of perturbations-sections of 9-p arametrised by R”. 
For a vector v in R” we let: 
a,(A)= i Vihi(A)Ti(A)e 
i=l 
In brief, we consider general inear combinations of the 7i, except that we arrange to ignore 
those values of i for which the curvature is large over G:. The point of the definition is this: 
suppose A, converges to A, on the complement of a finite set (z,, . . . . z,} in Y,. Then 
o,(A,) is supported away from the points z, for large a. Going to a subsequence we can 
suppose that: 
where: 
ti=O if there is a point z, in the interior of Gf, 
tic [0, I] if there is a point z, on the boundary of Gf, 
ti = 1 if no point z, lies in the closure of G:. 
In the light of this we make the following further definition. Let I be a subset of { 1, . . . . , s) 
with I I I I k and t : I + [0, l] c R be a vector (with components tip for ic I). We define the 
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“contraction” of a section 6, by t to be the section: 
where we set ti= 1 for i not in I. 
We now consider the equation: 
in the three variables A, {, u. In fact we restrict u to lie in a small ball B(6) c R” of radius 6. 
Then we can consider (A, 5, u) --i F+(A)+ 50 +a, as a Fredholm section + of a vector 
bundle over ~j x B(6). We can make yet another generalisation of the weak compactness 
principle to these equations, just as in [6]. Similarly, there is an extension of the semi- 
continuity property (4.32) to this situation. These are used to prove the following. 
LEMMA (4.35). For suficiently small 6 the zeros ([A, 51, V) of $ in sj X B(6) with 
4~ I E(A) ~$8 are transverse. 
Proof: By construction the derivatives of JI in the u variable span the cokernel Hi,, for 
all of these zeros in ~j x (0). If there were a sequence of non-transverse zeros in 
E - ’ ([$z, $I), with vectors u, + 0, we could take a weakly convergent subsequence and get 
a contradiction to the semi-continuity property. 
We now want to specialise the equation 
F+(A)+&o+a,=O (4.36) 
to a fixed value of u, obtaining a perturbation of the extended equation in Ej. With this fixed 
u we can also consider the equations: 
F+(A)+<o+t*o,=O (4.37) 
in ([A, 51, t) for all different subsets I of the index set. 
COROLLARY (4.38). There are arbitrarily small uectors v such that for all j the zeros [A, 51 
ofequation (4.36) on Zj with 4.s 5 E(A) <SE are all transuerse, therefore formtng a manifold of 
dimension Sj - 3bz (Y i). Moreover, we can choose v so that for each subset I of the index set 
(1,. . . . , s} the space of solutions ([A, <I, t) to equation (4.37) forms a manifold of dimension 
8j-3b:(Y,)+III. 
Proof: The previous Lemma gives a universal zero set Z in the relevant portion of the 
Ej x B(6). For the first part of the corollary we just have to choose a regular value of the 
projection from Z to B(6). For the second part we choose similarly regular values of the 
projections to all the coordinate planes in R’. 
Now fix u as in (4.38). We have achieved the goal of this subsection, finding simultaneous 
perturbations (4.36) of the extended equations on the s, with transverse zero sets. The extra 
condition in the second part of (4.38) will enter in an auxiliary way in (vi) below. To 
complete this subsection we modify (if necessary) our representatives V,, for all the XV in Y, , 
so that all their multiple intersections are transverse to all the moduli manifolds of (4.38). To 
simplify notation we will still call these modified representatives V,. We can make the 
modification in such a way that the regions defining the V, are kept disjoint from the 
regions Gi defining the perturbation co. No difficulties with reducible connections arise (our 
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connections will in fact still be real analytic away from the Gi and the support of the 
potential function R). 
(vi) End of proof 
We now move on to complete the proof of (4.19, and hence of the vanishing theorem 
(4.9). We turn the focus of our attention back to the space U = U,(E) of connections over X 
which are almost flat over most of Z,(p), and the bundle E + U. With w and u fixed as in (u) 
above we can now consider the equation F+(A)+ <w+oV= 0 over Z This makes good 
sense, for small enough I, since the second two terms are supported on a common subset 
Z,(r) for some r. We denote the solution spaces by L>,.(1), for j<k. With the P’, fixed as at 
the end of(u) we consider the intersection: 
J(n)=L;,.(A)n V, n. . . . . . n v,. 
Let l’(1) be the intersection of J(n) with the zero section in Z; it is obtained from the 
intersection Z,(n) that we considered in (4.15) by perturbing the ASD equations by the term 
0”. Recall that the virtual dimension of 1’(n) is 0 while that of J(1) is 3. Finally let J*(n) be 
the union of the path components of J(n) which contain points of Z’(1). A simple adaptation 
of the argument in (4.14) shows that for small enough 1 r’(1) is contained in E-‘( [0, SE]) 
say. The main step in the argument is then given by the following lemma. 
LEMMA (4.39). For small values of the parameter 1 the union of components J*(n) lies in 
E-‘W,hl). 
In the proof of this vital lemma we have to appeal to yet another extension of our 
ordinary theory for the ASD equations to the modified equations we are considering here. 
In this case we need the analogue of the gluing result stated in (4.6). The technical aspects of 
this are discussed in Appendix 2. 
To prove (4.39) it suffices to show that E does not take on the value *E on J*(I) when /, is 
small. So suppose we have a sequence 1, tending to zero and points [A,, <,I in J(i.,) with 
E(A,) =$E. We apply the analogue of the weak convergence property (4.1) to these solutions 
of the modified equations (4.36) over X. Thus we can suppose that the pairs [A,, <,I 
converge to [A’, 5’1 on the compliment of a finite set z1 , . . . . , z, in Z(r). A’ satisfies the ASD 
equation over Y, and over* Y, it satisfies some contraction of the modified equation, i.e. 
F+(A’)+rw+t*a,(A)=O 
with a vector t defined by a set Q. We now carry out our familiar counting argument, but in 
a slightly more involved form because of this contraction. The important point to note first 
is that A’ cannot be flat over either component Y,, Y, since E is continuous under weak 
limits,so E(X)=& Thus we can count dimensions without any exceptional cases. 
Suppose that of the n points z, where convergence fails, p points lie on at least one of the 
surfaces Z, and q points lie in the closure of one of the disjoint neighbourhoods G; in Y, 
used to define 6,. Then if k’ is the Chem class of A’ we have: 
p+q+k’lk. 
Now the size of the set Q defining the contraction in (4.40) is q. So, by the last part of (4.38) 
the moduli space of solutions ([A, <I, t) to the equation (4.40) over Y, containing [A’, r’] jr,, 
has dimension 8k; - 36: ( Yi) + q, where k; is the component of k’ over Y, . Combining with 
the contribution from Y,, and using the fact that the intersections with the V, are all 
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transverse we get that: 
so k I k’ +$p + $4. So we deduce that p = q = 0 and in fact the sequence [A,, <,I is strongly L, 
convergent o [A’, 5’1. 
We now invoke the gluing construction for the modified equations. For small enough A 
we can construct from A’, 5’ a three-dimensional family Si of points in J(n), parametrised by 
a copy of SO(3). Clearly this forms a complete connected component of J(1). For large Q the 
pairs [A,, 5.1 lie in S1. But we also have that the variation of E from )E over S, tends to zero 
with 2 [cf. (4.6, iii)]. So plainly the [A,, <,I cannot be joined by paths in J(i) to 
r’(1) c E - l [0, a&], for small 1. This completes the proof of (4.39). 
We now complete the proof of (4.15). We can fix ,l in accordance with the Lemma above 
and look at the spaces L, x of solutions to our modified equations. Assume first that all of 
these are cut out transversely, and similarly for all their intersections with the V,. Then the 
familiar argument shows that E- ’ [0, +;I] c J(A) is a compact subset of a smooth 3- 
manifold and by Lemma (4.39) the union of components J*(i) containing all the points of 
r’(n) is a closed 3-manifold. Z’(I) is the set of zeros of a section of a 3-plane bundle over J*(J) 
so the algebraic sum i’(J), defined by perturbing to a transverse section, represents the Euler 
class of this bundle and hence is zero. It is then straightforward to show, arguing as in 9 III, 
that i’(A) represents the intersection number iI that we wished to calculate. 
Finally we have to consider the gloomy possibility that the zero sets LJ,x, or their 
intersections with the I’,, are not transverse. In that case we follow the inductive procedure 
of (v) above to choose further, arbitrarily small, deformations T supported on neighbour- 
hoods of loops in X such that the solutions of 
are transverse. As T + 0 solutions of these equations with 4s I E(A) 5& and lying in all the 
V, converge strongly to solutions of F+(A) + to + a,(A) = 0. So the description of the part 
of the intersection crossing E + l(&~) is the same, for small T. Then perturb the I’, slightly to 
achieve compactness and argue as above. 
§V. PROOF OF THEOREM C 
(i) Moduli spaces of hoolomorphic bundles over complex curves and surfaces 
Throughout this section we let S be a smooth, compact, simply connected complex 
algebraic surface. Let H be a hyperplane class in H*(S), which is dual to the first Chem class 
of a very ample line bundle over S, which we also denote by H. The hyperplane class is 
represented by the algebraic curves cut out by holomorphic sections of H, i.e. by the 
hyperplane sections of S in the corresponding projective embedding. Equally we can 
consider a Kahler metric o on S with [o] PoincarC dual to H. The Hodge index theorem 
asserts that: 
H: = [o]R 8 Hz*’ 
so b:(S)= 1+2 p,(S). We suppose the geometric genus p# is strictly positive. Then the 
surface gives a C-manifold with the orientation /I specified by: -Co] A (complex orien- 
tation of Hz*‘). (see [6, 71 $(A)). The aim of this section is to prove the following. 
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THEOREM (5.1). There is a number k(S, H) such that for all k >k(S, H) the polynomial 
* . 
mvarlants q,,, satisfy: 
q&H,. . . . . . ,H)>O. 
This will be proved by combining some general theory which gives an algebraic 
description of the invariants of S with a technical algebro-geometrical theorem on the 
singularities in the moduli spaces for large values of k. For the general theory we consider 
the ASD moduli spaces defined using the Kahler metric o, which will be fixed throughout 
this section. (This can be thought of as the opposite approach to that taken in $11-W since 
the Kahler metrics form a subset of infinite codimension in the space of Riemannian metrics 
on S.) The basic point which enables us to transfer our discussion to the realm of algebraic 
geometry is that, in this special situation, the ASD solutions can be identified with certain 
holomorphic bundles over the algebraic surface S. Let us just consider rank 2 bundles. 
Dejnition (5.2). A holomorphic rank 2 vector bundle E over S is H-stable if for every line 
bundle L over S admitting a non-trivial, holomorphic, bundle map into E we have: 
c,(L). H < $c,(E) . H. 
Then we have the following. 
THEOREM (5.3). For each k >0 there is a natural (1: 1) correspondence between the gauge 
equivalence classes of irreducible ASD connections over S, on an SU(2) bundle with c2 = k, and 
the isomorphism classes of H-stable holomorphic bundles E over S with c,(E) = 0 and c2(E)= k. 
This was proved in [S] and more general results in the same direction were obtained by 
Uhlenbeck and Yau [34]. In outline, one associates to an ASD connection A the (0, 1) part 
of its covariant derivative, acting on sections of the 2-plane bundle U constructed from the 
fundamental representation of W(2). This is a coupled Cauchy-Riemann operator 
The ASD condition implies that this operator endows U with a holomorphic structure 
(local holomorphic sections s of U are those with JAs=O). This holomorphic structure is 
stable if A is irreducible and Theorem (5.3) asserts that, conversely, for any stable bundle we 
can construct an ASD connection. The reducible ASD solutions correspond to decom- 
posable bundles E = L @ L- ‘, with c,(L). H = 0. It is not hard to extend all of our discussion 
to take account of these reducible connections but, for simplicity of exposition, we will 
assume that there are in fact no reductions of this kind in the moduli spaces we consider. 
Then we can say that for k>O the moduli spaces MI, = M,.,(w) are identified with the 
moduli spaces of stable holomorphic bundles. Theorem (5.3) refers only to an identification 
at the level of sets but the correspondence does respect, in an obvious sense, the structures 
on the two spaces. This is discussed in [7], $111 (b). In particular our moduli spaces are 
endowed with the structure of complex analytic spaces, and the possible singularities of 
these precisely reflect the way that the moduli spaces are cut out by the ASD equations. Our 
main concern here, however, will be with the structure of the moduli spaces in the large and 
in particular the fact that, as we shall see below, they are naturally quasi-projective complex 
varieties. 
This discussion can be extended to connections for other gauge groups. In the case of 
SO(3) connections we can get a general correspondence with SO(3, C) holomorphic 
bundles. If we consider connections on an SO(3) bundle P for which w,(P ) is the reduction 
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of an integral class c of type (1, 1) then there is a rather simpler algebro-geometric 
description in terms of stable bundles E with ci (E) = c. In this situation an analogue of (5.1) 
holds for our invariants defined by the SO(3) moduli spaces. However, for brevity we will 
henceforth confine ourselves to the SU(2) case. 
We want to describe now a projective embedding of the moduli spaces Mk which is 
compatible with the procedure used to define our invariants. For this we begin by discussing 
moduli spaces of holomorphic bundles over algebraic curves (Riemann surfaces). In our 
application these curves will be hyperplane sections in S. We use a description due to 
Gieseker [14, 151 of the moduli spaces of bundles over curves. 
(ii) Gieseker’s projective embedding 
Recall [cf. $11(v), Remark (3.7)] that the polynomial invariants are defined using an 
equivariant line bundle on the space of connections over a (real) two-dimensional surface. 
We shall now explain the algebro-geometrical significance of this line bundle. Let C be a 
compact Riemann surface of genus ga 2 and U a complex 2-plane bundle over C with 
structure group SU(2). The relation between connections on U and holomorphic structures 
is very simple (see Cl]). Any connection A endows U with a holomorphic structure (there 
are no “integrability conditions”) via it’s &operator, just as in the higher dimensional case 
above. Conversely, any holomorphic SL(2, C) bundle is isomorphic to one obtained in this 
way. Let d, be the space of connections on U. The familiar action of the gauge group Y on 
A extends to the “complexified gauge group” 9 of special linear (but not necessarily 
unitary) automorphisms of U. The set of isomorphism classes of holomorphic SL(2, C) 
bundles over C is identified with the space of ‘9’ orbits in ZZ’,. A holomorphic SL(2, C) 
bundle E over C is defined to be stable if any proper sub-bundle has negative degree; we 
then have a set d$;- c dc of stable points and the quotient d~/Q’= MC is naturally a 
smooth complex manifold-the moduli space of stable SL(2, C) bundles over C. 
Now the action of Q on the line bundle .J? ovq d, extends to the larger group $9’. To 
see this recall that p can be described as the determinant line bundle of the coupled Dirac 
operator over C ([4], $11). This description depends upon the choice of a spin structure on C 
which we can regard as the choice of a square root Kc l/’ of the canonical line bundle. The 
coupled Dirac operator can be identified with the doperator on U 0 Kb’2, and the action of 
$9’ on the kernels and cokernels is then immediate. In algebro-geometrical terms we 
consider the line bundle which attaches to any holomorphic bundle E the line: 
x(E @I K;‘2)-’ =Am”=(Ho(E @ Ki’2))* @I A”“=(H’(E @ I@‘)). 
[Here Hi refers to the usual sheaf cohomology; X(F) is the multiplicative Euler character- 
istic of a holomorphic bundle F.] We therefore obtain a holomorphic bundle 9 over the 
quotient MC. (In fact, we can regard M, as a subset of Wz, the subset of flat connections, via 
the theorem of Narasimhan and Seshadri [26].) Holomorphic sections of 9’ lift to 
equivariant sections of 2 over & and these automatically extend to .E9c since the 
complement has codimension at least 3. Thus a holomorphic section of Y gives a 
representative V of the kind we considered in $11(v), (3.6) and (3.7). All of our constructions 
apply equally well if we replace Y by a power .Pn, we just multiply our polynomials by a 
factor. The key result we need is then as follows. 
PROPOSITION (5.4) (Gieseker [15]). Y is an ample line bundle over M, -the sections of 
some power 9’” embed Mc as a quasi-projective variety in @LPN. 
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We will now review Gieseker’s proof of this proposition, since the identification of the 
ample line bundle with our determinant line bundle is not given explicitly in Gieseker’s 
work. 
Given an SL(2, @) bundle E over C we can find a positive divisor D= p1 + . . . +pd 
(with the pi distinct, for simplicity) such that: 
H’(E @ K;‘* @ [D])=O. 
Write F=E @I KS’* @ [D]. Then x(F)=A*~(H~(F)), since H’ is zero and Ho has dimen- 
sion 2d by Riemann-Roth. The exact sequence: 
d 
0 + E @ I@* +F+ @ F,,-+O 
i= 1 
induces a natural isomorphism (via the long exact cohomology sequence) 
X(E 0 K;‘*)=dF) 0 l-j A’F,,. 
i 
(5.5) 
Gieseker shows first that we can find a divisor D so that the vanishing of If’, as above, 
holds for all stable bundles E. One can then shift attention to the corresponding moduli 
space of bundles F, and recover the determinant line bundle using (5.5). Let TF be the 
evaluation map: 
TF: A*H’(F) + H’(A*F). 
For all the bundles we are considering A*F is isomorphic to the fixed line bundle L 
= Kc @ [2D]. Let H= Ho(L) and W= Horn (A * *’ II). The group SL(2d, @) acts on W @ , 
and we can associate to TF a point [TF] of the quotient set P( W)/SL(2d, C) (i.e., the 
ambiguity in fixing isomorphisms of W with @*’ and A*F with L is precisely absorbed by 
the action of @* x SL(2d, C)]. 
Geometric invariant theory considers exactly these kind of quotients. According to the 
general theory [15,25,27] there is an open set of “stable points” P(W), c P(W), preserved 
by the group action, such that: 
(i) Q = P( W),/SL(2d, C) is Hausdorff in the quotient topology and hence is naturally a 
complex manifold. 
(ii) The line bundle B(d) descends to Q. For large enough n the invariant sections of 
B(nd) (invariant polynomials on W) embed Q as a quasi-projective subvariety of a 
projective space @PN. 
Thus the quotient U(nd)/SL(2d, C) is an ample line bundle over Q. Gieseker then shows 
that: 
(iii) If E is stable then [Tp] lies in Q. 
(iv) The map i: M, + Q, i([E])=[TF] is an embedding, with image a closed algebraic 
subvariety of Q. 
Putting (ii) and (iv) together we see that MC is displayed as a quasi-projective variety, 
and i*(U(d)/SL(2d, C)) is an ample line bundle over the moduli space. It is now elementary 
to identify this line bundle with the determinant line bundle 9’. Fix isomorphisms of the 
fibres lppi with a=. Given a bundle E choose isomorphisms: 
4: Ho(F) + Czd, 
$: A*F + L. 
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Using these isomorphisms TF yields a point S(4, $), sa y, in W. We can think of S(4, I(/) as 
being contained in a fibre of the tautological ine bundle 0( - 1) over P( IV),. If E is stable 
S(4, I(/) is not zero, by (iii), and we can take the (-d) power and descend to the quotient to 
get a point: 
B,(& $)=CS($* $)-“I 
in the fibre of O(d)/SL(24 C) over i(E). On the other hand 4 and $ define a point:. 
B,(~,~)=det(~)-‘~~~~,~A*~(H~(F))~.I2*Fpti. 
Suppose now that we change 4, + to $‘, t,V where #=zg$, rc/‘=p$ with g in SL(2d, C), a 
and /3 in @*. Then: 
S(4’, II/‘) = a*8- ’ (A*d- ‘WA +I 
so: 
BlW, $‘)=a -2dPdwh $1 
whereas: 
Hence there is a natural isomorphism, independent of choices, between 
II*~(H’(F)) @ II A2Fsi and the dual of the fibre of U(d)/SL(2d, C) (sending B2(4, I,+) to 
B,(d, JI)), and in view of (5.5) this shows that the determinant line bundle is the ample line 
bundle over M, as required. 
(5.6) Remark. As we have explained above these sections of Y” define equivariant 
sections of 2” over all of &c. In fact, the sections are forced to vanish on the points of 
.!zJc\& corresponding to bundles which are not “semi-stable”, much as, in the unitary set- 
up, a Y invariant section is forced to vanish at reductions of positive degree. However, we 
can choose sections which do not vanish on semi-stable bundles, and in particular on the 
trivial holomorphic bundle, corresponding to the trivial flat connection. 
(iii) Restriction to curves: the main argument 
Gieseker also applied the techniques ketched above to construct a projectiven embed- 
ding of moduli spaces Mls of “Gieseker stable” bundles over the algebraic surface S [ 163. 
The condition of Gieseker stability is weaker than that in Definition (5.2), so these are not 
the same as our moduli spaces. However, Mk,s is a Zariski open subset of Ml,: in 
particular ML, s can be viewed as a quasi-projective variety. 
The basic fact that we use to prove Theorem (5.1) is that the cohomology class p(H) is 
the first Chem class of an ample line bundle over the moduli space ML,S, i.e. a multiple of 
p(H) is pulled back under a projective embedding of ML, s. This is not the same as Gieseker’s 
projective embedding of Mk,s c Mz,, but is defined rather by restriction to curves in S. 
We will use a theorem of Mehta and Ramanathan [23]. They prove that if E is an H- 
stable bundle over S then there is a number p(E) such that the restriction of E is stable for 
generic curves C in IPH 1. Clearly (since the moduli spaces have finite type) p can be chosen 
to depend only on k. Then the finiteness condition also shows that we can choose a set of 
curves C,, . . . C, in 1pH 1 such that for any stable bundle E with c2 I k the restriction of E 
to at least one of the Ci is stable. Now recall that our determinant line bundle associated to a 
curve C is 
Ip,,,=x(F @I K;‘2)-’ 
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for a bundle F over C. Fix a section s of H@ p cutting out C in S, and suppose for simplicity 
that H and K, are even. Then we have a natural exact sequence: 
0 + E @ K;12 @ H -PI2 + E @ K;12 @ H’12 + E Ic @ K;12 + 0. 
As in (5.5) this induces an isomorphism of Euler characteristics: 
x(EI,@ K;‘2)=~(E @ K;‘2 @ H-P’2)-’ @xX(E@ K;‘2 @ Hp’2), 
where the right hand side is independent of the particular curve C in IpH I. So we get natural 
holomorphic isomorphisms between the pull backs of all the line bundles 9’ci to M,,,. (If 
Ks is not even we can choose a suitable H for which the combination of square roots used 
above is well defined.) Thus we can think of a single line bundle 49 over M,, s and spaces v 
of holomorphic sections of 9”’ determined by restriction to C, . These sections then give a 
regular map: 
a: M,,s -+ P(W, 8 . . . 0 W,)=P. 
(The sections WF individually give rational maps on M,,,; the composite of a with the 
projections in the projective spaces.) It is easy to show that for large enough p the map a is 
generically an embedding. However, we may as well then suppose that p= 1, since the 
statement of Theorem (5.1) is unaffected by multiplying H by p. 
The image of a is a quasi-projective variety in P. As such it has a non-negative degree, 
deg a (M,, s), the number of intersection points of a(Mk, s) with the appropriate number of 
generic hyperplanes in P. Moreover, this degree is unchanged if we adjoin an extra curve to 
our collection Ci, . . . C, and is therefore independent of the choice of these curves. The 
degree is zero only if M,,, is empty. 
We will now use two important technical facts about the moduli spaces M,,s when k is 
large. First, the moduli spaces are not empty. This was proved in the context of ASD 
connections by Taubes [31]. In the algebro-geometric setting similar results have been 
obtained by Gieseker [16]. Second, we need a fact whose proof will be the main business of 
the remainder of this section. Let Xr c Mk,s be the algebraic sub-variety representing 
bundles E with H2(End,E) not equal to 0. Here End, denotes the trace-free endomor- 
phisms. Thus, by the deformation theory, the complement of Zr( in M,,s is a smooth 
complex manifold of the “correct” dimension. 
dime M,.s\& = dk =4k-3(1 +p,(S)). (5.7) 
And, viewed as part of the ASD moduli space, it is cut out transversely by the ASD 
equations (see [7] $111(b)). Although it may itself be singular Z has a complex dimension 
(largest dimension of a smooth stratum). The result we shall prove in this paper is given 
below. 
THEOREM (5.8). There are constants a, b depending only on S and the ray spanned by H in 
H2(S) such that: 
dimc&la+bk112+3k. 
Roughly speaking, this says that the Kahler metrics are not too far from being generic 
metrics if we take k to be large. We will now go on to complete the proof of Theorem (5.1) 
(Theorem C of $1) assuming Theorem (5.8). 
We claim that for large enough k the degree deg (a(M,,)) is nd times the integer 
q&H, . . . . . . , H). This plainly implies (5.1) since the moduli spaces are non-empty so the 
degree is positive. What we have to show then is that the intersection procedures used to 
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calculate the polynomial invariant and the projective degree are compatible. First choose k, 
so large that M, is non-empty for k > k, and 
4k,-3(1 +p,(S))>a+bk”*+3k. 
Then M,\& is non-empty for k < k, (since the dimension of the moduli space in this 
holomorphic situation must be at least the virtual dimension). We now make a careful 
choice of the set of curves Ci defining the embedding (although in the end we see that any 
generic collection would do). As usual, we want to consider all the moduli spaces Mj,s for 
jr k, as well as ML,S. So we can suppose that we have projective embedding, also denoted 
by a, of these moduli spaces. A vector in Wf gives representatives Vi n M, in all the moduli 
spaces simultaneously [in the notation of $11(v), $111 (3.6), (3.7)]. Here we use the obvious 
fact that the restriction from S to Ci in the holomorphic and differential geometric pictures 
is compatible. The image a( 5 n Mj) is a hyperplane section of a (Mj). Suppose inductively 
that we have chosen curves Ci, . . . C, and elements wr, . . . w, of Wf, . . . Wz satisfying 
the following genericity properties: 
(i) Vicl, n . . . n Vi(p) n Mj has complex dimension dim Mj-p for all collections 
{i(l), . . . i(p)} c {I,. . . m),jrk. 
(ii) V, n . . . n V,,, has complex dimension dim & -m. 
In condition (i) here we should emphasize that we are referring to the (complex) dimension 
of Mj as a complex variety, which may be quite different from its complex virtual dimension, 
for small values ofj. To pass from stage m to m + 1 we look at all the possible intersections 
made from Vi, . . . V,,,. Each has a finite number of components and we choose a point 
from each component. We can choose the next curve C,, 1 so that the restriction of each of 
this finite set of bundles to C,,, is stable. Then the generic element of w*,+ 1 gives a 
hyperplane section V,,, + 1 with the desired properties. In this way we choose a set of d 
representatives Vi, . . . V, having the general position properties above with m = d, depend- 
ing on curves C,, . . . , Cd. We now extend this set of curves, if necessary, to get projective 
embeddings CL of our moduli spaces. Let ni be the hyperplane in P corresponding to V, , so 
that 
IT,nll,n... nIII,na(M,)=a(V,n.. . V,,nM,,,). 
We finish the proof by checking three things. First, the system (g, V,, . . . , V,) is admissible, 
so long as k was chosen large enough. In fact if D is the maximal dimension of the moduli 
spaces Mj for j< k. it suffices to take k such that: 
d,=4k-3(1+pg)>D+2(k-k,+l). 
This follows from the genericity condition (i) above on Vi. Thus the intersection 
I=V,n... n Vd n Mr (which is a finite set of points) can be used to calculate 
4&K * * . ,H) when we take account of the relevant multiplicities. Second, the multi- 
plicities with which the points of I are counted in the calculation of qr,s agree with those 
with which the points of a(l) are counted in the intersection II, n . . . n lid n a(MJ in 5’. 
This is straightforward checking of definitions. Note that no point of I lies in Ck so we only 
have to perturb the Vi to get transverse intersections. Finally, we check that the intersection 
ll,n... n l& n a(M,) is a valid way of calculating the degree of a(M& in P, i.e. that the 
intersection: 
TI,n... n nd n {a(MA\a(Mdh 
is empty, where a(M,) is the ordinary closure in P. This follows from the fact that the system 
is admissible. If the intersection contained a point p we could find a sequence E, of 
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holomorphic bundles over S such that a(E,) tends to p. Let Al be the corresponding 
sequence of ASD connections over X, we can suppose they converge weakly to 
(&;x,, . . . x,). Then if no point x, lies on a curve Ci we must have that a(A,) lies in ITi 
[since the x(E,) converge to a point in ni and the section cutting out Vi is defined by 
restriction to Ci). Then it would follow, counting points, that the system (g, Vi, . . . V,,) is 
not admissible and we have a contradiction. This completes the proof of (5.1), assuming 
Theorem (5.8). [Notice that this final step in the proof can be interpreted as saying that there 
is some compatibility between the two compactifications A, and cr(M,) of the moduli space. 
Also, in the argument above we have ignored the fact that the trivial bundle is not stable; 
however, it is semi-stable and this is all that is needed, by remark (5.6).] 
(iv) Diflerential geometric approach 
The ideas we have been developing can be summarised by saying that the moduli spaces 
M are quite like compact manifolds and, when X is an algebraic surface, p(H) is the 
Ciern class of an ample line bundle 3 + Mk. One can see a corresponding approach in de 
Rham cohomology. 
Let X be any compact 4-manifold and p a closed 2-form on X. Write a for the Poincare 
dual of the de Rham class of p. Recall that one way of defining the class ,$a) is: 
cr(a) = c2V)Ia 
where !E is the “universal” bundle on the product space #$ x X. If we choose a connection A 
on E this gives a definite de Rham representation of p(a): 
fiz= 
s 
c,(A) * P. (5.9) 
X 
Here we have written c,(A) for the Chern-Weil4-form & i’7(F(A)2). Suppose we use the 
same formula (5.9) upstairs on the product d x X. Then there is a very simple universal 
connection A, equal to A on the slice {A} x X and flat in the X direction. A 2-form on d is a 
skew-symmetric function on tangent vectors (bundle valued l-forms) a, b. Then an easy 
calculation shows that: 
%(a, b) =$ s Tr(u A b) A p. X 
This is a Y-equivariant form on d. In general it does not descend to d/9 because it does 
not ahilliate the tangent vectors along Sorbits. However, if p is self-dual and we restrict to 
anti-self-dual connections (5.10) does induce a well-defined 2-form R, on the quotient. For if 
is a vector along the orbit and b is a tangent vector to the ASD connections, so d: b = 0, we 
have: 
Q&J, b) =g$ s Tr(d,,u A b) A p X 
=$ 
s 
d(Tr(u A b)) A p-7’r(u A d,b) A p 
X 
-1 
=8Kz X I 
Tr(u A d,b) A p 
=o, 
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since the wedge product of self-dual and anti-self-dual forms is zero. Thus n,(a, b) is 
independent of the choice of lifts a, b used to represent angent vectors in the moduli space. 
It is not hard to show that R, is closed and is a de Rham representative for ~(a). (This is 
linked to the ideas of moment maps and the Marsden-Weinstein quotient in symplectic 
geometry [ 11). 
Now suppose that X is a complex Kahler surface, with Kahler form o. The Kahler form 
is a closed self-dual 2-form so the construction above gives an explicit representative Cl for 
,u(H)=p(P.D.(w)). This ties in on the one hand with the complex structure on the moduli 
space; n is a form of type (1, 1) and is the Kahler form for the standard L2 metric on M: 
IlaI12= la12G s X 
where a is the horizontal representative with d:a=O [203. On the other hand if H is an 
integral class R is, up to a multiple, the curvature form of a natural connection on the 
determinant line bundle 9’ [8]. So if the moduli space M is non-empty, smooth and 
compact we can prove the positivity of (Pi, M) by the “Wirtinger” argument: 
(Pi, M) is (d - I)! times the Riemannian volume of M. 
To take this approach further one would need, in addition to the discussion of 
singularities in (vi) below, to understand the behaviour of these 2-forms at the ends of the 
moduli spaces. This should be possible but we have chosen the algebro-geometric approach 
in our proof. 
(v) Controlling the singularities, determinant zero case 
This section and the next contain a proof of Theorem (5.8). The dimension of H2(End,E), 
as E varies over & is semi-continuous. So there is a decomposition of & into sub-varieties 
C”) (i= 1,2, . . . .) on which 
dim H’(End,E) = dim H’(End,E @ Ks) = i. 
It suffices to give bounds on the dimension of each Z (i). Over a fixed one of these pieces of Z 
the vector spaces H”(End,E @ K,) fit together into the total space of a vector bundle. Let 
A?) be the complement of the zero section in this bundle. Points of A?) correspond to pairs 
(E, s) where E is stable and s is a non-zero section of End, E 0 K,. The determinant det s is a 
section of Ki (since E has rank 2). Let UC’) c Xc’) be the Zariski open set (possibly empty) 
on which det s is not identically zero. Our proof divides into two parts, establishing the 
following propositions which together imply Theorem (5.8). 
PROPOSITION (5.11). There are constants a, b (independent of k, i) such that: 
dim(.@“\U”))<3k+aJk+ b. 
PROPOSITION (5.12). There is a constant c (independent of k, i) such that: 
dim U’” I 2k + c. 
Proof of Proposition (5.11). Let (E, s) represent a point in @r\ U(‘). In local trivia- 
lisations s is represented by a holomorphic, matrix-valued function with trace and deter- 
minant identically zero. Over the non-empty, Zariski-open, subset R c S where s is non- 
zero the kernel of: 
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is clearly a line sub-bundle of E. It is a basic fact that the sheaf kernel 
X=Ker s c O(E) 
is a locally free rank 1 sheaf over S. That is, there is a line bundle L + S and a holomorphic 
bundle map 
a:L+E 
which defines an isomorphism Co(L) + X. So we get an exact sequence of sheaves: 
0 + U(L): U(E) + cO(L-‘) @ 9 + 0 (5.13) 
where .% c Bs is an ideal sheaf. The quotient 0,/Y= 8, is the structure sheaf of a 
O-dimensional scheme z, supported on a finite subset (xi, . . . , x,} in S. Let z1 be the part of 
z supported on x1. There is an associated egree or multiplicity, dA > 0, which can be defined 
topologically or algebraically [18]. Topologically it is the multiplicity of the zero xi of the 
section a of E @I L- ‘. So: 
c,(E@ L-‘)=k+c,(L)*= f dl. 
A=1 
(5.14) 
Algebraically, it is dime OZ1. We can think of z1 as representing dA points of s which have 
collided at x1. 
Extensions like (5.13) are very familiar in the theory of 2-plane bundles over surfaces 
(compare [ 11, 18, 291). They are classified by a vector space 
T=Ext’(L-‘@Y, L) 
which fits into an exact sequence, relating local and global terms [15, p. 7291 
H’(L*) -, T, --, &I Ext2(0,1 0 L-‘, L). 
1 
There is a duality: 
Ext2(OZI @ L-‘, L) z OzA ~221 C(L2 63 K)zl 
[18, p. 7071 so dim Ext2(OZ1 @ L-l, L)=d, and 
dim T<h’(L*)+k+c,(L)*. (5.15) 
The pair (E, a) is determined, up to isomorphism, by L, z and the extension class in T. 
We will now use the fact that L arose as the kernel of s. Clearly 
is identically zero. This implies that s has a factorisation: 
@4E) --, U(L- ‘1% O(L ($3 K,) Or@ ’ b B(E @ KS) 
(One sees this immediately away from the zeros of a, the map S extends by Hartog’s 
Theorem). 
So there is a non-zero bundle map from L-’ to L @ KS. Hence: 
deg(L-‘)=cc,(L-‘).HCdeg(L@ KS). 
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on the other hand E is stable and c,(E)=0 so we have: 
-kdegKs<degL<O. (5.16) 
The Hodge Index Theorem asserts that (H) is a maximal positive subspace for the 
intersection form on Pit(S) @ Iw c Hi* l(S). We use this to get a bound on h1(L2) 
=dim H’(L2). Write 
c=c,(L)=rH+cl 
where c’ is orthogonal to H. (5.16) gives a fixed bound on T. Then: 
CL’C1(Ks) I A,(S)Jjzq (5.17) 
using (5.14) [A,(S) will be constants depending only on S and the ray of H]. So 
cl(L).c,(K,)IA,(S)Jj;+Al(S). 
Now Riemann-Roth gives: 
h’(L2)= -2c,(L)2+c,(L)Y,(K,) (5.18) 
-(l+p,(S))+hO(L2)+hO(L-2OKs). 
L2 cannot have a non-trivial section, since its degree is negative, while the section S of 
L2 @I K, gives an injection: 






Finally, we decompose A?“‘\ UCi) into open sets labelled by the different line bundles L 
(there are only finitely many possibilities atisfying our inequalities). Let J be the C* bundle 
over one of these sets given by a choice of a. For each point j of J we get a scheme Z(J of 
fixed total degree d= Ed,. These schemes are parametrised by a Hilbert scheme Std]; a 
smooth, connected complex manifold of dimension 2d [ 13,193. (This is the dimension of the 
open subset of Stdl parametrising unordered d-tuples of points in S.) The universal property 
of the Hilbert scheme shows that there is a regular map J -+ Stdl sendingj to Zo). By the 
discussion above the fibres of this map have dimension at most dim T. So: 
dim J=2c,(E@ L-‘)+dim T 
=2(k+c,(L))‘+dim T 
<3k+Ao(S)k+A2(S)+Cl(L)2. 
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(vi) Branched covers: proof of (5.12) 
(a) It is convenient to arrange the argument by considering first a more general 
situation. Let F-+X be a 2-plane bundle over surface. Suppose L+X is a line bundle and 
that s is a holomorphic section of End F @3 L with trace s identically zero and det s = -A is a 
section of L2 vanishing on an effective divisor C E (2L I. The main idea we need is a spectral 
representation of F (and s) by a rank 1 sheaf on a double cover of X. This is similar to 
techniques which are used for studying integrable differential equations-see [173 for 
example. 
Define a subspace x’ in the total space of L: 
x’=(,IELIdet((1-s):F+ F@ L)=O. (5.19) 
Since Tr(s) = 0 the defining equation is: 1 * = A. x’ is the double cover of X, branched along 
C. We regard it as a complex space, with the obvious structure sheaf: 
*,_ = @‘,,,/(1* -A) (5.20) 
[Lot,, the holomorphic functions on the total space of L]. Let n:d --, X be the holomorphic 
projection. We define a sheaf Y over x’ to be the sheaf associated to a pre-sheaf Ye: 
~o(V)={cp~Oy(~*(F)I(~-~)~=O mod (A-l*)}/(A-A2)Uy(n*(F)) 
for V open in L. 
It is easy to see that P’ is a sheaf of O-J modules. We let [X] denote the line bundle over 
L, or x’, associated to the zero section (so sections of [X] are functions with a pole at I = 0). 
MAIN CLAIM. There is a natural isomorphism of sheaves over X: 
Under this isomorphism the bundle map s is induced from the canonical map 
(multiplication by 1, in local coordinates). 
Notice that the claim is rather obviously true away from C: the map s has distinct 
eigenvalues and the assertion is just that F is the direct sum of eigenspaces. 
To prove the claim in general we write down maps O(F) & x*(9’ @ [X]) and check that 
B 
they are mutually inverse. 




The image lies in Y @I [X] because: 
(s-1)(s+A)f=(s*--1*)f=(A4*)f: 
a0 induces a sheaf map a. 
Definition of j?. An element of the stalk of x*(.4po 8 [X]) at a point x in X can be 
represented (not uniquely) by a section cp of rr*(F)[X] defined over an open subset V c L 
containing n-l(x). We can suppose that, in a local trivialisation of L, Vis a product Wx D, 
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where D is a domain in “l-space”, and that there is a contour r c D surrounding 
A- ‘(IV) n x’. (r need not be connected.) Then set: 
dl, a section of F over W. 
One checks that this is independent of the choices of r and local trivialisation. Also: 
&(q + $(A* -A)) =&(cp) by Cauchy’s Theorem. So &, induces the desired sheaf map /?. 
Now pa= 1 since 
Similarly a/?= 1. This is clear when A #O. At a point of c any element of n,(Y @ [X]) can 
be written: 
where f is a.local section of F over X. (For we can expand in the fibre direction and use the 
relation A2 = A on x’ to write any power series in this form.) So a is surjective, hence c$ = 1 
by the result above. 
Finally, the relation between 9’ and the map “multiplication by 1” on J? follows 
tautologically from the identity (I-s)=0 on 9. To sum up, we have a complete equival- 
ence. 
2-bundles F with s E Ho 
1 I 
H sheaves Y on 2 such that n,(Y @ [Xl) 
(End, F@L),dets=-A is a 2-plane bundle. 
For, given the sheaf 9, multiplication by A induces a map s with s2 = A2 = A which is thus a 
trace-free map of n*(Y @ [Xl). 
(b) We will now discuss the singularities that may occur in the sheaves 9’ defined above. 
The main proofs are set aside in Appendix 3. The discussion is a local one, so we can work 
with an endomorphism s of the trivial bundle over a neighbourhood Y of the origin in C2, 
with branched cover A: 84 Y. There is no need to distinguish between 9’ and 9’ @ [Y-J. 
LEMMA (5.21). Ifs(O) #O then 9’ is locally free in a neighbourhood of n-‘(O). 
Proof: SL(2, C) act transitively on the cone: 
{AeM x2(C)ITrA=det A=O, AZO}. 
Represent sby a matrix valued function and choose local coordinates on this cone near s(O) 
using conjugates of s(0). The determinant function is regular at s(O) so the implicit function 
theorem implies that s is conjugate, near 0, to a function: 
(A(z, w) = - det s). 
Then 9’ is freely generated by the element written as (i) in the new trivialisation. 
To describe the position when s has isolated zeros we introduce some notation. First, for 
the application in (iii) below, we need only discuss the cases when the determinant function 
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(z, w) has one of the forms: 
(I) A(z, w) = zzp+ ’ 
(II) A(z, w) = zzq 
(III) A(z, w)= zzP+ rwzq 
(IV) A(z, w) = zzPwzq. 
Let v: r* + Pbe the normalisation of F. Y* is smooth and has a single component in cases I
and III, and two separate sheets in cases II and IV. Consider the family of endomophisms 
v*n*(s-1) 
over Y*. They have determinant zero so, as in (v) above, their kernels define a line bundle 
J over rC with a bundle map: 
i:J + C2. 
The proof of (5.21) shows that i vanishes only over the zeros of s. 
Let d(s)20 be the total multiplicity of the zeros of i in P. In cases II and IV the two 
sheets give separate contributions. Our goal is to relate these multiplicities to the par- 
ameters describing the singularities of s. 
There is a natural inclusion of the sheaf 9 into the sheaf of sections of J. So 9 can be 
regarded, locally, as a subset of Or*. To make this concrete, consider case I and introduce 
coordinates (t, w) on Y* so the normalisation is represented by the substitution: 
z=t2, A=t2p+i. (5.22) 
Then, away from the zeros of s we can choose a generator c of J induced from a 
generator of Y, and Y is represented by sections p 0 of J where& w) satisfies 
Al,=&,= . . - =A2,- 1,=0. (5.23) 
Here we writef;j, for the coefficient of tj in the expansion Off-SOf;i, is a holomorphic 
function of w. In terms of an arbitrary local generator T of J, 9 is represented (away from 
the zeros of s) by sections gr where g satisfies a system of equations: 
(5.24) 
for certain holomorphic functions $i(w) depending on t. This follows immediately from 
(5.23). The transformation behaviour of the Jli under change of trivialisation in .J is rather 
complicated, but it is of course possible to give an invariant description of them. 
Singular points, where s vanishes, can be treated in the same way. We have the following. 
LEMMA (5.25). (i) If the matrix function s over Y has determinant -z~~+I and isolated 
zeros, then giuen a trivialisation T of J elements of 9 correspond to holomorphic sections 
g(t, w)* T of J satisfying a system of equations (5.24), with meromorphic functions Jli(w) whose 
poles lie over the zeros of s. 
(ii) Conversely, to any system ‘P of meromorphic functions tii(w) we can associate a matrix 
function s [Y J with determinant - z2P+ I. 
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Proof For (i) write T as a vector valued function . The condition that g * r lies in 
Y is: 
(g-d(13=0 j= 1, 3, . . .,2p- 1. 
Expanding each component of this gives rise to a system of equations (5.24) with mero- 
morphic coefficients. The two systems are the same, for if they differed over Y they would 
also differ away from the zeros of s, contradicting the description above. Part (ii) follows 
from the analysis in Appendix 3. 
We now define a number N(s) which can be viewed as the number of parameters in the 
polar data of the meromorphic functions Jli corresponding to a matrix function s. Suppose 
sg is a holomorphic family of matrix functions over Y, all with determinant -zzp+‘, 
parametrised by a point c in a polydisc D in C”, with s0 = s. We can choose a smooth family 
~~ of local trivialisation of the line bundles J, over Y* and so describe the associated sheaves 
by functions J/i,s varying smoothly with <. That is: 
with pi, 4i holomorphic in both variables. We define an equivalence relation on D by 
51 w 52 if, for all i, J/i, t, -J/i, t2 is a holomorphic function of w. Notice that this depends on 
the trivialisations TV. Clearly the equivalence classes are unions of locally closed subvarieties 
in D. We let N(s) be the maximum, over all such families and trivialisations, of the 
codimension of these equivalence classes. 
The other cases II, III and IV are similar. In case II Y* has two sheets Y: , ,Yf . There 
are line bundles J, + Y*, , J_ -+ Y!! and 9 is identified with pairs of sections of J + , J- 
satisfying conditions along the branch locus z = 0. In terms of local trivialisations T + , T _ the 
conditions on g+r+, g-r- take the form: 
with meromorphic functions y(w), vi(w). Observe that y has a simple invariant description as 
a meromorphic bundle map from J- ltz=oI to J, ltz=ob. We define N(s) in a similar way to 
that above, using an equivalence relation <I h r2 if Cpi,<, -cpi,c2 is holomorphic and the 
divisors of poles and zeros of y<,, yc2 are equal. 
In case III we take coordinates t, w on the normalisation Y* such that v is represented 
by the substitutions 
z=t2, ~=t2P+lWP 
There are two sets of identification data: 
(5.27A) 
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where 11/i = $i(w) and guj is the coefficient of t’, 
s(r, 0) = Y9( - 4 0) (5.27B) 
g~~-~,(t,O)=YEg,,-,,(-t,O). * * +X,-Id-N1 
where Xi = xi(t) and guj is the coefficient of wi. We define N(s), recording residues of the $‘s 
and the x’s and the divisor of y, in the same way. Case IV is similarly a combination of two 
copies of case II. 
The result we shall need-similar to the duality formula in the proof of Proposition 
(5.1 I)--is the following. 
LEMMA (5.28). For each of the cases I to IV, N(s)<d(s). 
This is proved in Appendix 3. 
(iii) We will now apply the discussion of (ii) to bound the number of free parameters 
describing the sheaves 9’ of (i)-and so complete the proof of (5.12). Let us first suppose that 
X is a compact algebraic surface, Hx +X is ample, L-+X a fixed holomorphic line bundle 
and C42LI a curve with singular points of the types considered in (ii) above. (So CIcd has 
only ordinary double points and components of C with odd multiplicity do not meet each 
other.) Let M(C, k) be the moduli space whose points represent pairs (F, s) where F is H, 
stable, A* F = 0, c,(F)= k, s&I”(Endo F @ L) has determinantal divisor C and isolated 
zeros. 
We claim that there is a constant A(X, Hx, C) such that: 
dim M,,c 5 2k + A. (5.29) 
To see this form the branched double cover K: 8+X as in (i) and its normalisation 
v:X*+x. X* is smooth and may be disconnected. Let cr:X*+X* be the covering involu- 
tion. The pre-image of C in X* can be written DUE where o= 1 on D-the pre-image of the 
components of C with odd multiplicity-and G restricts to a non-trivial involution of E- 
the pre-image of the even components. Notice that the reduced curve Dred is smooth and o 
induces an involution of the normalisation E* of Erca. 
Now since X* is smooth there is an eigenspace line bundle J-+X*, as in (ii), and a bundle 
map i:J+v*rr*(F). If 6 denotes the total multiplicity of the zeros of i we have: 
2k=c,(v*a*(F))=&c,(J)*. (5.30) 
Our first task is to find a bound on c,(J)* and we use separate arguments for the cases 
when X* is connected or disconnected. In either case we have the standard formula: 
O=c,(v*n*(F))=c,(J)+c,(a*J)+2~*7r*(C). (5.3 1) 
Also, in both cases R = v*x*(Hx) is ample on X*. Suppose X* is connected; by (5.31) the 
degree 
c,(K).c,(R)=c,(o*(K)).c,(l?) 
is fixed by Hx, C. Then, as in $V above, the Hodge Index Theorem implies that there is a 
fixed upper bound: 
cr( J)* I A,(H,,C). (5.32) 
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If X* is disconnected the components X :, X*_ are each copies of X and so v*n*(F) is 8- 
stable on each. So if J+, J_ are the restrictions of J to XT, X*_ both of the degrees: 
are negative. But their sum is fixed by (5.31) so we get a bound on lc,(J +) - cl(@)1 and so 
again on c,(J)~. 
Now the line bundles J define a holomorphic map: 
M(C, k)--&zc(~). 
Clearly it suffices to bound the dimension of the fibres of this map. But any polydisc in such 
a fibre defines locally on X a family of endomorphisms , of the kind considered in (ii) 
above. So by (5.28) the codimension of the subsets on which the poles of the cp, $ data and 
divisor of y correspond is at most 6 <2k + A,, [by (5.30), (5.32)]. Finally then, we consider a 
subset Vof M(C, k) on which the bundles k, the polar data of the cp’s and t+Vs and the divisor 
of y agree. We want to bound dim K 
Consider the @data along the smooth curve Died in X*. It is easy to see that if D,, is a 
component of Dred and {$i}, {I} are two sets of II/ data along DO( 1 I i I p(l),)) such that J/i 
= ci for i < 1, then +A - 1+6, is naturally a holomorphic section of the line bundle N&,, (where 
ND, is the normal bundle of D, in X*). 
The dimension of this space of holomorphic sections is fixed by C so, by considering the 
t,Qi in turn, we find a subset in V of bounded codimension on which all the I(/ data are equal. 
Similarly, for the y’s and cp’s. (The difference between the (p’s is analysed in terms of 
holomorphic sections of the pull back of the normal bundle to the smooth curve E*.) But 
any points in M(C, k) for which all this data agree give rise to isomorphic sheaves Y on J? 
and so are equal by the discussion of (i) above. This completes the verification of (5.29). 
Completion ofproofof(5.12). Recall that Ut” represents pairs (E, s) where s is a section of 
End& @ KS with non-trivial determinant and h”(EndoE @ K,)= i. We will reduce to the 
situation considered above in four steps. 
First decompose U@) into the fibres of the determinant map 
det:U@-+12&l. 
It suffices to bound the dimensions of the fibres of this pair (E, s) with a fixed determinant 
curve Co. The constructions below depend on Co but it will be clear that the constants we 
get are uniform, since we can stratify 124 into a finite number of pieces on each of which 
the singularities of Co have the same numerical invariants. 
Second, blow up S at the singularities of Co to get a new surface S, and map r,:S,+S 
such that the reduced curve of C i = r; ‘(Co) has only ordinary double points. One can show 
that r:(E) is stable on S, for a suitable hyperplane class (compare [ll]). 
Third, blow up S, at points where two branches of C,, both having odd multiplicity, 
cross. If Cr has a local model 
near such point in S, the singularities of the new determinant locus C2 in the blow up S, of 
S, have the forms: 
_dp+ lw2(Pfq+ u=o, +l+ lz2(P+4+ l’=O* 
So the singularities of C2 are of the kind considered above, and if T,:S,+S, is the blow up 
map, rt r:(E) is stable on S, for a suitable hyperplane class. 
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Finally, if rf r:(s) vanishes on a curve T in Sz we consider the induced section s’ of 
End&f 7:(E)) @ 7: rf(K,) @ [ Tj - ‘. Only finitely many bundles [ ZJ can occur and we can 
stratify our moduli space into pieces on which [Tl is fixed. This twist will change the 
determinant locus by 2T so will not introduce any new odd/odd crossings. Thus, we are in a 
position to apply (5.29) to (F, s’) with F = 7; 734 and L=rf r:K, 6 [ZJ-‘. But (F, s’) 
determines (E, s) when restricted to the complement of the finite set of points in S which 
have been blown up to obtain S2. By Hartog’s Theorem they determine (E, s) over all of S 
(an isomorphism between two pairs will automatically extend over the exceptional points). 
So the deformations of (E, s), on a given strata, map injectively to those of (F, s’) and we can 
deduce (5.12) from (5.29). 
§VI. K3 SURFACES 
A K3 surface is a compact simply connected complex surface S with trivial canonical 
bundle. Information from complex geometry can be used to deduce differential topological 
properties of the underlying 4-manifolds; for example, it is known [2, Ch. S] that all such 
surfaces are diffeomorphic. We will use our invariants to make two observations of this 
kind. 
(9 Difleomorphisms 
The existence of a large moduli space of complex K3 surfaces implies that there are 
many self-diffeomorphisms of S. More precisely we consider the isometry group 0, of the 
intersection form Q on the integral homology Hz(S) and the homomorphism 
0, contains an index 2 subgroup 06 consisting of transformations which preserve the 
orientation of the “positive part” of H, (cf. 811). Since - 1 does not lie in 06 there is a 
splitting: 
O,=Q; x(+1}. 
Then we have the known result given below. 
PROPOSITION (6.1) [22]. The image of p contains 04. 
This fact can be understood via the description of the moduli space of Kahler-Einstein 
metrics on S. 
Any Riemannian metric g determines a positive subspace Z’:(g) c Hz represented by g 
self-dual harmonic forms. The classification theorem for Kahler-Einstein metrics asserts 
that all positive subspaces arise in this way from Kahler-Einstein metrics g and conversely if 
g,, g2 are Kahler-Einstein they are isometric if and only if there is an element cp of 0, with 
cp*:(g,)=.@%) C2, Ch. 81. 
Thus the moduli space of Kahler-Einstein metrics is G/O, where G is the open subset of the 
Grassmannian consisting of positive 3-planes. Now - 1 acts trivially on G and 06 acts 
freely on the complement of an isolated set of points. Thus we obtain a self diffeomorphism 
of S for each transformation 06 through the monodromy of the universal family over G/O, 
We will now deduce a converse to (6.1). 
PROPOSITION (6.2). The image of p is contained in 06. 
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Proof: To prove this in a concrete way, without appeal to all of $V, we consider an SO(3) 
bundle P over S with k = 3/2 (i.e. pi = 6 and w$ = 2 mod 4). Then the moduli space of ASD 
connections on P is zero-dimensional. Choose the standard orientation jl of H: defined by 
a complex structure. S is spin so this orients the moduli space and we obtain from (3.5) an 
integer valued invariant 
Notice here that the class w = w2(P) we choose is not important since the group 06 acts 
transitively on elements w&Z’@; Z/2) with w2= 2 mod 4, and these are realised by 
automorphisms of S [Proposition (6.111. 
Suppose that there is a self-diffeomorphismf: S+S such thatf* does not lie in 06. By 
(6.1) we can supposef* = - 1 soj* preserves w*(P). Butf*(jI) = -/I so, by naturality, q = -q 
and thus the invariant q must be zero. 
We claim that in fact q= 1. Fix a complex model for a K3 surface as double cover of CP* 
branched over a smooth curve of degree 6; KS-&P*. [18, p. 5931. Let P be the SO(3) 
bundle defined by the complex 2-plane bundle n*(TQ=P*). This has the correct characteristic 
classes. According to $V we need to find the moduli space of stable holomorphic bundles on 
S topologically equivalent o rt*(TcP*). We fix the usual hyperplane class x*(0(1)) on S. 
In one direction, this moduli space contains af most one point. This was proved by 
Mukai [24]; his argument is so simple that we repeat it here. If E, F are two stable bundles 
with this topological type the Riemann-Roth formula implies that at least one of 
H’(Hom(E, F)), H*(Hom(E, F) 
is non-zero. But the latter is dual to H’(Hom(F, E)) since Ks is trivial. Thus we can suppose 
there is a non-zero homomorphism from E to F. Now it is a general fact that a non-zero 
homomorphism between topologically equivalent stable bundles is an isomorphism [28], 
so E, F are isomorphic. 
On the other hand we show that E = x*(TQ3P2) is stable, so the moduli space contains at 
least one point. Furthermore, H*(End,E)= H”(EndoE)* is zero so this point is smooth and 
counts with multiplicity one. The stability of E follows from the well known fact that 7CP2 
is stable [28]. Indeed, it is true in general that if p: Y-+X is a branched cover and I’ is H,- 
stable over X then p*(V) is p*(H,)-stable over Y. This can be proved by a simple argument, 
directly from the definition of stability. 
This completes the proof of (6.2). In line with the discussion above, we can give an 
equivalent formulation in terms of metrics. 
COROLLARY (6.3). Any differentiablejbration X-6’ with afibre K3 surface can be given a 
Riemannian metric which is Kahler-Einstein along the fibres. 
(ii) Almosf complex structures 
Recall that an almost complex structure on an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold X 
corresponds to a section of the sphere bundle 2 of A: ,x (the “twistor space”). Let Ax denote 
the set of homotopy classes of almost complex structures, so we have a map: 
c,:A,+H2(X, Z). 
The image of this consists of classes c such that c = w2(X) mod 2 and c* = 3r(X) +2x(X) [12, 
p. 1303. The first Chem class does not completely determine the homotopy class of an 
almost complex structue. We define 
p:A,-+A, 
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with pz = id. and c1 op=cl, as follows. For LEA,, p(a) agrees with d outside a small ball in X 
and over this ball the two compare by the non-zero element of 
[S’, fibre of Z] = [S”, S*] z Z/2. 
It is easy to see that there are at most these two homotopy classes; c, p(o) lying over a given 
class in H*(X; Z). 
We have used in §V the fact that a complex Kahler structure on a 4-manifold singles out 
a preferred orientation j?. The same is true for almost complex structures Q, because given 
such a structure we can deform the operator C-d* +d+] to an operator commuting with 
the actions of CJ on A’, A0 @ A: (see [6], Prop. (3.25)). So for c in A, we have a preferred 
orientation B(a) of H:(X). 
LEMMA (6.4). a(a)= -B(p(a)). 
Proof By an excision argument (cf. 163) it suffices to verify this in any one case. Consider 
the Cmanifold 
Y=CP2#CP2#CP2 
and let o be an almost complex structure with cl(a) = (3,3, 1) in the standard basis. Letfbe a 
diffeomorphism of Y which acts on H* by interchanging the first two factors. Then f* 
reverses the orientation of H: sof*(o) is not equal to 0, butf* preserves cl(a) so we must 
have f*(a) = P(U). Thus the orientations b(o) and BP(o) are opposite. 
COROLLARY (6.5). There is a homotopy class of almost complex structures with cl =0 on 
the K3 surface S which does not contain any integrable representative. 
Proof: Let o be the standard integrable almost complex structure. Then p(a) cannot be 
integrable, for if it were it would define a new complex K3 surface. There would then be a 
self-diffeomorphism g of S with g*(o)=p(o). But by Lemma (6.4) g would reverse the 
orientation of H:, in contradiction to (6.2). 
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APPENDIX 0 
Proofof(2.4). If N is any open set in X and A an SU(2) connection over X we call A good on N if 
the restriction of A to N is either irreducible or a reducible connection induced from a connection on a 
topologically trivial S’ bundle over N. Let aI,. . . . . . a, be homology classes, as in (2.4), and choose 
representative surfaces Z,, . . . . . . Z, in general position. Let t and r be small parameters with t <r 
and define open sets N,(t, r) (v= 1, . . . . . n) as follows. N,(t, r) is the union of the tubular 
neighbourhood about Z, of thickness t and the collection of r-balls centered on the intersection points 
Z,nC, (,u not equal to v). Let Y(t, r) be the interior of the complement in X of U N,(t, r). 
* 
LEMMA AO. For any given k there is an r,, such that for all r c rO and t less than some t(r), and for all 
points [A] in Mr jS k, we hove: either the restriction of A to Y(t, r) is irreducible or A is good on each 
N,(t). 
Proof of AO. Suppose the contrary, so with r fixed we can find rid0 and points [A J in some M, for 
tied j< k such that A, is not good on N&, r) for some 6xed v and A, is reducible on I’&, r). By the 
compactness theorem we can suppose that Ai is weakly convergent o ([A,]; x1,. . . . . x,) say. Plainly 
A, is reducible over the complement of the finite set of r-balls centered on the intersection points of 
the surfaces Z,, for p not equal to v. Moreover, the reduction is topologically non-trivial over any 
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surface homologous to Z,. Now denote this limiting connection by A,(r). If the statement of the 
lemma does not hold we can find a sequence of values ri -0, such that the A&i) are reducible outside 
r,-balls with these fixed centres, with a non-trivial reduction. Applying the compactness theorem again 
we can suppose the A&,) converge weakly to a limit (A; y,, . . . yJ. Then A is reducible over all of X 
and the reduction is topologically non-trivial, which gives the desired contradiction. 
Given this lemma the proof of (2.4) is completed by an argument very like that in Lemma (4.34) (see 
also [lo]). Fix t and r satisfying the conditions of the above lemma. We want to choose disjoint one- 
dimensional sets K,, . . . . . . K, (each a wedge of circles) in Y(t, r) such that for any point [A] in a 
moduli space Mfi s k) and for each v we have: 
either A is good on N,(f, r) 
or the holonomy of A around K, is irreducible. 
We can construct these K, inductively, using the compactness theorem, just as in (4.34). Finally choose 
disjoint neighbourhoods P, of the K, in Y(t, r) and let N, be union of P, and N,(t, r). These sets then 
have the properties asserted in (2.4.). 
APPENDIX 1 
(a) We will prove Proposition (4.32) on the weak semi-continuity of the spaces Hi* e First, let us 
consider the compactness property (4.29). Suppose ([A J, &) is an infinite sequence in 15,. r,- 
equivalence classes of solutions of F+(A&+ <. .w=O. Then the condition that [A J lie in wj,(e) clearly 
implies that IIt& is bounded [and in fact O(.@‘)]. The uniform bound (4.33) gives: 
So llF+(A311Lm is bounded and Uhlenbeck’s Theorem shows that there is a subsequence converging 
weakly in all 15!.,~ over Y,\{pr, . . . , p,} to a limit A,. Similarly, we have local Lf bounds on the & 
from the Dirichlet forms so we can suppose the <,, converge weakly in Lf. ,os to a {, over Y,\{p,, . . . , 
pl}. We could go on to show that the convergence is C”. More important we check that (A,, em) 
extends over the punctures. A variant of Uhlenbecks Removable Singularities Theorem shows that 
any L:, ,oc connection (q & 0) on a punctured manifold with F having finite L2 norm and F, having 
finite L” norm extends over the punctures to an Lj connection (in some gauge). We leave the reader to 
adapt the proofs in Cl23 or [3], Appendix. We do the (easier) linear problem of extending {, here since 
it is relevant to the proof of (4.32) below. 
Clearly 5, is a linear combination of solutions s of the eigenvalue equation: 
A,s+(R-p)s=O (Al) 
(A = A,) on the punctured manifold, for eigenvalues p5 4 or,. We know that sup Is], J]V,,$ are finite. 
We need to show that =L2( Y,) is a weak solution of (Al), that is, if fl, is a cut-off vanishing on small 
r-balls about the punctures, and JI is a smooth test function then: 
I@A+R-I~MW *ti 
tends to zero with r. This follows if 
J rr 
tends to zero. But llVZ& and IIA/?,llv, are each O(r) so we obtain Z(r)= O(r) by Holder’s inequality, 
using the fact that IIVAsllL1. IIsIIL. are finite. 
With this preparation we can go on to the proof of (4.32). Observe first that we can represent he 
cokemel Hi, c of the operator d@ by the “harmonic space” &‘i, 6 the zeros of the formal adjoint. A 
short calculation using (4.28) shows that this operator has f2’(gp) component: 
(d@)*(e) = dl; u + 
I 
[dA 0,. I-,] - [0, dA r,] dz (AZ) 
I 
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where 
(i) &=(A,+R-z)-’ (A3) 
(ii) r,=(A,+R-z)-‘(o-a) 
and aoR:( We want to show first that there is a uniform bound: (d@)*u=O=-IIV,,ajl,, < CIJG//~~ 
with C independent of [A]E~~(E). The proof is based on Taubes’ argument in [32]. 
Suppose (dcD)*a=O and llullL~ = 1. Apply the operator d; to (A2) to get: 
0 = (d; d:u) + 4 (Cd& I-,1 - II@,, dJ-zl)dz. (A5) 
We can write the first term, by a Weitzenbock formula: 
d:d;u=;V:p,~+{K,u}+{f:,o) 
Cl23 where the {,} are algebraic bilinear combinations and K is the curvature of the base manifold. 




So consider the integral: 
for fixed z in y. We rewrite it as: 
IS 




2 d:: eCd,,& rz] - a(Fi. co,, I-,]) dp 
5cons:l(/jV,all,rIIV,B,II,z rzlILm+ ttuiiL.llerlILPtIFA+iiLIIir,ii~r. 
Now (A3, i, ii) imply: 
il~,ll~z~~~~~~.llelltl 
ll~,llL~~~~n~t.ll~II~z 
with constants independent of z and A, since the contour y is a definite distance from Spec (A + R). 
Integrating the equation we get: 
We can also apply the argument of [32] to (A3, i) to deduce )18z11~= <const.l1511L.1. Putting this together 
and using the Sobolev inequality IIull~,~const. I(V+ gives: 
ad_&@,, r,) - e,d,r,) 
and hence a uniform bound on IIVAullL1. 
Now suppose that ([A.], c,J is a sequence converging over the complement of {pi,. . . p,} to ([A,], 
I,) as in (4.32). If u.EH~_~, with llu,lt~z= 1 we can use the elliptic system (A3) to find a subsequence 
converging to a limit u, on the punctured manifold. The uniform bound on Ilu.11~~ <const. IIVA.u.JIL~ 
established above shows that Ilu, llLl = 1. Then we repeat the argument above, used to show that I, 
extends over the puncture, twice, to show that u, does. For each z in y we have sections ((I,),: 
(A, + R - x) (&), = C.. 
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We deduce that there is a limiting (or), as before. Then we regard (AS) and (A3, ii) as linear elliptic 
systems for the CT,, (I=), with convergent coefficients. The same discussion serves again to show that 
u, extends over the punctures. 
Now we prove (4.32) by contradiction. Suppose, on the contrary, that the i,(L) do not generate 
Cl C so there is a sequence of normalised harmonic forms CT, with tr, orthogonal to i,(L). Then the 
limi? i, above would be orthogonal to L, contradicting the assumption that 15 generates Hfi,,(,. 
APPENDIX 2 
In our proof of (4.9) we did not use Proposition (4.7) directly but rather its analogue for the 
deformed equations F, + 5 - w + cr,, = 0. The extension needs only very general remarks. Indeed, we 
can consider any equations 
F+(A)+I(/AS. A)=0 (A6) 
over Yi where l takes values in a finite dimensional bundle over the space of connections. We suppose: 
(i) ILi depends only on the restriction of (A, 5) to a compact set Kit Y,\{y,} 
(ii) For every (A, r), $JA, t) is supported in Ki. 
(iii) tji are smooth perturbations of the ASD equations represented by non-linear maps whose 
partial derivatives are bounded operators Lr+f.p. 
Our perturbations fit into this class. 
We assert hen that for such equations the analogue of (4.7) holds-when rl is small the solutions 
Of: 
F+W+$,M t)+l(lAA. 5) (A7) 
over X can be analysed in terms of solutions over the constituent manifolds. To see this we recall the 
basic feature of the “alternating method” used in [4]. This method constructs olutions of (A7) over X 
by an iterative scheme. At each stage an equation of type (A6) over one of the Yi with a source term is 
solved. More precisely, it suffices to study equations 
F+(A,+a+b)+$,(A, +a, 5, +q+r)=a 
where (i) (A,, rl) is a solution of (A6) over Y, with Hi,. Cl =O. 
(ii) a is a section of q, @I gp, defined on the complement of a small ball containing y,. 
(iii) CT is supported in a small annulus surrounding yi. 
648) 
We need to show first that if a is small in L2P( Y,)nL{(K,), a.is small in LP and rl is small, then there 
is a solution (b, 7) to (A8) with b small in t’; and 7 small. Second we need to know that for y near yi 
lb(y)1 is bounded by a multiple of 
s 1 YI IY--z13 lc(z)ld~z. 
The existence of an Lf solution follows immediately from the inverse function theorem. Just as in [4]. 
(4.22) we deduce the required bound on l&y)1 from the linearised equation: 
dA+,S +Cc, 83 + K(B, v) = c 
say, where K is the Frechet derivative of $. Our bound on B comes from: 
B=UJ-C~,LJI+K(B, v)). 
where L is a right inverse for dA+,. The new term is: 
UK(B, v) ). 
But K(j?, v) is supported in K,, by Hypothesis (ii), so for y near y, 
ILUG, v))Qsconst.IIKV, v)II~I Sconst.l141Lp9 
since the kernel of L is smooth away from the diagonal. With this elementary discussion to augment 
[4], $IV the whole proof goes over to the generalised equations. 
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APPENDIX 3 
Proof of Lemma (5.28)--Case I: A = z 2p+ ’ . We give a partial classification of matrix functions over 
Y with the given determinant, beginning from the system of equations (5.24) 
gt2P-I)=ti&2p-2)+ . * . . tip&cl) 
We define generators of the solution space, over 0, (the functions of t2, w) inductively. Suppose that at 
state i we have found generators h, k for the solutions of the first (i- 1) equations. Write g=ah + 
a(0)(h~2i-1)-C~lh~2i-2)+ . . . . + 9ih(OJ) 
=bf0Jti1gc~-2)+ *. . . + JliStoJ, 
or, more briefly, 
+&%4(w) = b&@(w) 
say. The reader can check that if A and B are both identically zero the matrix s(z, w) that will result is 
divisible by z, contrary to our assumptions. Two cases then arise-if the zero of B at w =0 is of higher 
order than that of A (or pole of lower order) we let C(w) be the holomorphic function E(w)/A(w) and 
the solutions are generated by the pairs: 
a = C(w) b=l 
a=t2 b=O. 
If A has a zero of higher order we put C(w) = A(w)/B(w) and find generators. 
a=-1 b = d(w) 
a=0 b=t2 
(If the zeros have the same order we may choose either form). In this way we find generators H, K for 
the whole system in the form: 
H 0 K =N,....N, t 0 1 
where each matrix Ni is either 
G) 89 or (-: CZw)). 
Now 
I( :)=(:‘)=4: > 
where U= . Also, if udN, is the adjugate matrix, 
d(:: :)=( “, :“)y 






=N, . . . . N, UadN, . . . adN, 
H 
0 K . 
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Thus, relative to the basis H, K for the two-dimensional solution space, the matrix of s is: 
s(t2, w)=[Np . . . N,U adN, . . . adNJ’. 646) 
(The reader will be able to show in this way that, for example, any matrix with determinant -9 and 
isolated zeros is conjugate to one of the form 
( C(w)z Z= s(z, w) = z-C(w)2 . - C(w)z > 
To find the multiplicity 6(s) in this framework observe that: 
(UT-t) 0 : =o. 
so: 
(s-c2P+1)[adN, . . . adN,]’ ; 
0 
=0 
and the bundle map i:J+C2 is represented by 
[ndN,. . . adN,-J’ ; 
0 
. 
6 is the sum of the multiplicities of the zeros of this vector function over Y *. 
Let us call a set of $ls elem_entary at w= we of level j( 1 <j<p) if for all i#j, CJw) is holomorphic 
and non-vanishing at we and Cjw) has a simple zero there. So for i#j we can use the C description. 
We say that the I(li are elementary on P if they are elementary at all the singular points. We will first 
verify Lemma (5.28) for the matrix functions associated to such elementary $is. This is plainly an open 
condition and we shall then be able to deduce the general case by a deformation argument. 
We assume that there is just one singular point at z = w = 0 (the general case follows immediately 
from this) and the tii are elementary of level j. First note that for i<j we can suppose (choosing a 
suitable trivialisation 7) that C,(w)=O. Indeed the matrix function we obtain by taking just the first 
i- 1 equations is of the form: 
which does not vanish at w =O. So by Lemma (5.21) it can be placed in standard form by conjugation. 
Thus at the beginning of stage j we can suppose our generators are t2jw1, 1. If dj= k* w[k(w) 
holomorphic, non-vanishing] the nexr pair is t2, k * w - t2j- ’ and the final basis elements are: 
where P(w, t) = i Ci(w)t2ti-j- ‘t. 
i=j+l 
so: K=kw-t2+=$l cXW)C=(~-~ 




Hence $j = l/k - w has a simple pole and for 1 >j~ 
Jlr=(l/k’w)[$A-tC,+t * * *. +$j.CJ. 
So $A is determined by the Ci. $r for i< A-hence by the tii for i<l up to the addition of a term 
k tijC, having at worst a double pole. So the polar parts of all the tii are determined by a total of 
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2(p -j + 1) parameters (including one parameter for the position of the singularity, normalised here to 
w=O). 
On the other hand, for this singularity the bundle map i is given by: 
nd[ (%,,-j’ y)( _y ;j)(;j-2 ;)1’( :) 
k.w+tlP(t, w)++-~ 
= 
_ f2(p-i+ 1) ) 
which has a zero of multiplicity 6 =2(p-j+ 1). This verifies (5.28) in Case I for elementary systems. 
For the general assertion we appeal, twice, to a semi-continuity property. Suppose so re are 
holomorphic families parametrised by 5 in D, as described in §V(f, ii). A little thought shows that the 
equivalence relation _ is closed. If sequences {,, r~= tend to limits r,, qrn in D and 5, _ q,, then 5, * nlT). 
Thus the equivalence classes are in fact Zariski closed subsets. 
Suppose that, contrary to Lemma (5.28), an equivalence class V has codimension greater than 6. 
Choosing a transverse slice we may suppose V is a single point 5, and dim D > 6. We claim then that 
for 5 sufficiently close to &, the equivalence class Vc of 5 is also zero-dimensional. For if not Vr meets 
the boundary of D and, by letting 5 tend to &, and taking a convergent subsequence of these points on 
the boundary, we would find another point in V. 
Now for each 5 in D we analyse the solutions of the system of equations defined by the Jliee in the 
manner above. Thus we write D as the union of 2p disjoint subsets according to the stages in the 
process at which we are forced to use the d as opposed to the C description. Each is a constructible set 
so one of them must have an interior whose closure contains &,. Combining this with the observation 
of the previous paragraph we may suppose D chosen so that only one of these subsets is non-empty. 
Then we may write the matrix functions sg, after conjugation in the form (A6) with each matrix Ni.c 
holomorphic in 5. 
Finally deform the polynomials Ci,< bias defining the Nias with a new parameter E to get families 
Ci.<,c* di,+ and matrices s<.~. We can clearly do this in such a way that, for E # 0, s<,,~ is elementary. So 
for fixed s#O the equivalence class of &, in the 5 variable has dimension bigger than 0. Repeating the 
limiting argument above we get a contradiction to the hypothesis that V is a single point. This 
completes the proof of (5.28) in Case I. 
Case II: A=z*q. We analyse the system of equations (5.26): 
9:0, = K&o, 
g;-,,=Yk&;-,,+ . . . +(Pq-,scO,) 






Mi=( D;w) :) Or (-:6;w,) 
h+ =l, k+=O 
h-=0, k-=1. 
The D, L& are holomorphic functions, determined by y(pj for j < i in the manner above. In this basis 
S(cp, y) has matrix 
CM,_, . . . M,VadM,. . .adM,_,]’ 
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where V= . The inclusions of J,, J_ are represented by 
ad[M, . . . MO]’ 
1 0 0 
respectively. We define the elementary singularities in the same way and repeating the argument 
above shows that it suffices to verify the inequality for these. 
The analyses of the elementary singularities of level j =0 and j>O are a little different. First 
suppose thatj > 0 so y is holomorphic and non-vanishing. We may then take y = 1 and vi = 0 for i <: j so 
at the beginning of stage j our generators are 
h’=zj+i on Y*, 
-0 on YP 
k’=l on Y*, and Yf. 
If aj= k * w, the final basis elements are 
H O( 
p-1 
K= kw-zj+‘+ZP(z, w) on Y*, 
q-1 
with P(z, w)= c Di(w) z’-‘. The cp’s are recovered from the D’s from the equations: 
i=j+l 
l=qj*k(w) 
O=rp,k(w)+ _ . . . cpjD, 
forj<i<q- 1. So again cpA is determined from the previous cp’s up to a term with at worst a double 
pole and there are in total 2(q-j) parameters involved in the polar data. 
On the other hand 
ad(M, . . . M#= 
k(w) + zp zj_k_zP 
-p-j zQ-i 
> 
and the multiplicity of the zero is q-j on each sheet, so S=2(q-j). 
Ifj=O there are two cases to consider--either y has a simple zero or simple pole. In the first we can 
choose the Di description at each stage so 
with P(z, w)= CDi_ I(w)zi. Then 
K+ =P(z, w) K-=1 
and K,$ = y(~&, so all the ‘pi have at worst simple poles. Thus the number of polar parameters is q. 
On the other hand the inclusion maps are given by: 
(i) on Y%( ;‘) on P. 
There is no zero on P, and a zero of multiplicity q on Y? [since Do(w) has a simple zero]. So 6 is also 
equal to q. The case when y has a pole is similar. (Indeed it is clear that this is obtained from the first 
case by interchanging the sheets). 
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Case III. A=.z~~+~w~~~ 
The two systems of equations (5.27A) and (527B) are handled in the same way. Considering (A) 
first then (B) we find generators: 
H 0 K =M,_, . . . . MoNp . . . . N, 0 : 
where 
and 
Repeating the continuity argument given in Case I it suffices to show that there is a small 
deformation through matrices with the same determinant o a matrix function which does not vanish 
at z = w = 0. We do this by deforming to the situation when Ci, Di are holomorphic and D,(O) # 0. As in 
Case I we may then suppose that the Ci are all 0. Our deformed matrix is then: 
( 
wqP(z, w) W2¶ 
z2p+l -P(z,wy -wqP(z,w) > 
q-1 
where P(z, w)= 1 DJ z wit which does not vanish at the origin. Case IV is similar. ) 
1=0 
